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Vedúci diplomovej práce: Doc. Ing. Petr Tůma, Dr.
e-mail vedúceho: petr.tuma@dsrg.mff.cuni.cz
Abstrakt: Peer To Peer Komponentový Framework je software, ktorý umožňuje
vytvárať inštancie komponent na uzloch v sieti, ktoré splňujú požadované podmienky v dobe inštanciácie. Diplomová práca prezentuje návrh tohto software
spolu s jeho prvotnou implementáciou.
Framework považuje za komponentu každý vykonateľný kód. Preto vytvorenie
inštancie komponenty na uzle v sieti znamená vzdialené vykonanie kódu na tomto
uzle. Vzdialené vykonávanie kódu všeobecne tvorı́ bezpečnostný problém. Pretože
framework má praktické zameranie, tak v tomto smere umožňuje využiť existujúci
bezpečnostný software.
Požiadavky na návrh frameworku spolu s jeho prvotnou implementáciou sú
odvodené predovšetkým od jeho prı́padov použitia. Dva modelové prı́pady sú
taktiež uvedené v diplomovej práci.
Kľúčové slová: peer to peer, komponentový framework, distribuované systémy,
Hugin, Skype, rozpoznávanie hlasu
Title: Peer To Peer Component Framework
Author: Tomáš Klačko
Department: Department of Software Engineering
Supervisor: Doc. Ing. Petr Tůma, Dr.
Supervisor’s e-mail address: petr.tuma@dsrg.mff.cuni.cz
Abstract: The Peer To Peer Component Framework is a software framework
that allows components to be instantiated on network nodes that satisfy required
runtime conditions at the time of their instantiation. The thesis presents the
Framework design together with its prototype implementation.
From the Framework’s point of view, a component is a piece of executable
software. Therefore the instantiation of a component on a network node constitutes a remote code execution, which is a security issue. Because the aim of the
Framework is to be practically usefull, it provides a way to use existing security
software for this matter.
Above all, the Framework design requirements and its prototype implementation are driven by use cases. The two main use cases are also presented in the
thesis.
Keywords: peer to peer, component framework, distributed systems,
Hugin, Skype, voice recognition
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The thesis title puts together the peer to peer relationship with the notion
of a software component.
The peer to peer relationship in this context means a network of nodes
that all play an equal role (in contrast with the client-server relationship)
with respect to the service the network as a whole provides. One very common service is filesharing, where a user searches the network for a file and
subsequently downloads it from nodes that contain the file. The point here
is that the network is decentralized, without any cluster of central servers
that store the list of all existing files with their corresponding locations in
the network.
A particular component framework defines the notion of a component
together with several component-related facilities that it provides to applications. These facilities can include component versioning, packaging, distribution, installation, and instantiation. The thesis is particularly interested
in the component instantiation.
Chapter 2, Use Cases, on page 10, presents two use cases that can make
use of both worlds, the peer to peer world and the component framework
world. As such, they need a framework that combines both worlds. Each use
case presents one application. What the two applications have in common is
that they are essentially composed of components and they naturally need
to instantiate them. The very important characteristic is that these components have a form of separate system processes. Each component instance
in question is a separate system process which communicates with the other
component instances using some form of inter-process communication. This
inter-process communication is general enough that it poses no restrictions
that would prevent the components from being instantiated on remote hosts.
The applications would potentially create as many component instances, that
7
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were to be executed concurrently, as demanded but they are limited in practice by available hardware resources. But the applications themselves do not
possess the logic which would provide them with a way to instantiate components on remote hosts. Without this logic, such applications are limited
to a single host and as a consequence they can not scale up. The aim of
the Peer To Peer Component Framework is to provide the applications with
such logic. Let’s see what such logic is necessarily composed of. When the
components are created without the use of the logic, it can be summarized
by a single line of pseudo-code from the application’s point of view:
instance=createComponentInstance(ComponentName);

The host on which the component is created is implicit, it is the local host.
In case where the components are to be created with the help of the logic,
the pseudo-code needs a small change:
node=findSuitableHost(ComponentName);
instance=node->createComponentInstance(ComponentName);

The change introduced first searches for a suitable host on which the component should be instantiated and then performs the instantiation on it. The
introduced change is necessary because in this case the host is no longer
implicit and has to be determined explicitly. A suitable host can generally
be one that has enough hardware resources. This is how the logic allows
the application to scale up from a single host to multiple hosts. Because
the components are separate system processes and the inter-process communication among the component instances can take place over a network,
there is a good chance that this change could be introduced to an application
transparently. The goal of the transparency is to hide the changes inside the
createComponentInstance() method call, so the application does not need
to have its source code modified to take advantage of the logic employed. If
such transparency is possible then the choice whether to employ the logic or
not is a simple matter of external application configuration. All of this is
depicted on figure 1.1.
The rest of the thesis, following the chapter 2, is this.
• Chapter 3, Framework Design, on page 15, describes in detail the design
of the Peer To Peer Component Framework.
• Chapter 4, Framework Prototype, on page 36, presents the Framework
prototype.
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Figure 1.1: An application transparently creating component instances. The
host is either the local host or a remote host. The application is not concerned
with whether the component instance is created on the local host or a remote
host.

• Chapter 5, Solutions, on page 42, proposes and implements solutions
to the use cases from chapter 2, that utilize the Framework prototype.
• Chapter 6, Conclusions, on page 63, evaluates the proposed use case
solutions against the presented use cases.
Additional materials, such as all of the source code, constitute inherent parts
of the thesis work and are made available on a CD1 media. The contents of
the media are listed in appendix A.

1

Compact Disc

Chapter 2
Use Cases
This chapter presents two Peer to Peer Component Framework use cases.

2.1

Distributed Hugin

Hugin[1] is a panorama photo stitcher. The user tells Hugin how the input
photos fit together and constitute a panorama image. As a result, Hugin
produces a project file and a makefile. The project file captures the user’s
configuration. The makefile is used to stitch the input photos together by
running the make command (either from the command line or from within
Hugin). This stitching procedure is CPU intensive and generally takes quite
a bit of time to complete depending on the input photos and configuration.
This time can be shortened by spreading the stitching procedure among several idle nodes.
An example of a real life setting for this use case is a group of users wanting
to share the computing power of their machines which are interconnected on
an untrusted network (such as Internet or a local campus network). Because
machines live in an untrusted network they are configured not to allow remote code execution to everybody, only to the trusted users. With the goal
of utilizing CPU power of the idle machines, a shared filesystem might be
employed.
By taking together the goal to shorten the time of the stitching procedure
and the setting of nodes in an untrusted network, three requirements on the
Peer To Peer Component Framework are derived:
1. It must be possible to execute the makefile rules on suitable nodes. A
suitable node is one that meets at least these three runtime conditions:
10
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(a) it has the necessary Hugin version installed
(b) it is currently idle
(c) it has a good chance of being idle in the near future
The fact that the node is idle at the time of probing does not generally
mean that it stays idle in the near future. It is not always possible
to know the future load of a given node from a given point of time
onward. This is especially true if the node owner is different from the
user that starts the stitching procedure for example. In such cases, the
Framework prototype should at least make a guess.
2. It must allow for the existing security infrastructure at the participating
nodes to be used for the remote executions of the makefile rules. This
way, any attempt for a remote code execution via Framework will be
confronted with the existing security infrastructure and denied to any
unauthorized user.
3. It must be able to use a shared filesytem, if one is available, for the
computation. The makefile rules produce additional intermediate files
in addition to the final panorama. The Framework must provide a way
to minimize the copying of these files among the participating nodes in
case the shared filesystem is not deployed.

2.2

Distributed Call Center

This use case introduces and enhances Skype Demo. Skype Demo is also
introduced here to the point where its requirements on the Framework can
be stated. Further information on Skype Demo is provided in appendix B,
Skype Demo Internals, page 75. Skype Demo combines a voice recognition
backend with a voice communication frontend. The purpose of the Demo is
to give the user an easy and convenient way to interact with a voice recognition software from any place on the Internet. Skype Demo uses Skype[2]
version 1.2.0.18 for Linux as the voice communication frontend and a proprietary voice recognition engine, named Charlie, is the backend. Users use
their Skype clients to place calls to the Skype clients controlled by the Skype
Demo. The Demo in turn routes the audio stream between the controlled
Skype, the fronted, and the voice recognition backend Charlie. This way,
users are able to voice interact with the voice recognition backend Charlie by
only using their Skype clients. This voice interaction is depicted on figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The voice interaction path between the user and Charlie, the
voice recognizer.

The voice recognition engine instance is configured to recognize specific user’s
spoken phrases and reply with synthetized speech phrases accordingly when
the user’s phrases are recognized. This configuration is called the voice interaction dialog. The main idea behind this dialog is that part of it are
external actions that can be triggered and executed when certain user’s spoken phrases are recognized. These actions can in turn be used to interact
with a database engine. This can be used for building practical applications
such as automated call centers. A concrete example of this is a call center
for a clinic where users can call into the call center to schedule appointments
with the doctors. The underlying benefits of such call center is that there is
no need for a human operator and the users can call practically anytime.
Skype Demo is composed of three main software components:
Session Controller
Session Controller handles exactly one user call at a time. It uses Skype
as its subcomponent. Session Controller runs on Linux.
Session Manager
Session Manager guarantees that no two Session Controller instances
handle a call with the same user at the same time. Session Manager
runs on Linux.
Charlie
Charlie runs on Windows. Session Controller instance bridges audio
streams between its Skype subcomponent instance and Charlie instance.
Figure 2.2 illustrates interactions between component instances. At runtime,
there is one Session Manager instance, one Charlie instance, and multiple
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Figure 2.2: Interactions among Skype Demo component instances.

Session Controller instances. Session Controller instance interacts with the
Session Manager instance and the Charlie instance.
Session Controller instance can not be created as a response to a call that is
initiated by a user. It has to be created before the user calls, so it can handle
the call. As a consequence, the Session Controller instance is in one of two
states - busy or free - during its lifetime. It is in the busy state when it is
handling a user call and it is in the free state (idle) otherwise. As a result,
for N users to be able to call in parallel, there must be at least N Session
Controller instances running. However, it is only meaningfull to create a
few Session Controller instances on a given host because of the hardware requirements of the voice infrastructure. For instance, the Skype itself requires
at least a 400 MHz Intel processor to run smoothly all the time. Therefore
in general, if there are N Session Controller instances to be created, they
have to be spread across several machines. Without the Framework, the Session Controller instantation has to be performed manually. This is highly
impractical, if it is to be done on several machines.
The Framework should therefore provide some means for an automated
lifetime management of Session Controller instances. The Framework should
at least provide a way to start and stop N Session Controller instances where
each instance is created on a suitable node. A suitable node is one that has
enough CPU power left for the new instance. The catch is that the calculation also has to take into account the number of already running Session
Controller instances on the node. This is because the Session Controller instance consumes very little CPU power when it is in the free state compared
to the amount used when it is in the busy state.
The fact that the Session Controller instance also consumes some CPU power
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when it is idle gives an idea to a more sophisticated lifetime management of
Session Controller instances. It is a pool of Session Controller instances. The
pool automatically creates new Session Controller instances when the number
of idle instances decreases below certain threshold. Also, the pool terminates
idle Session Controller instances when their number increases above certain
threshold.

Chapter 3
Framework Design
For the application to be able to create component instances on suitable
hosts, each participating host must be running a Framework runtime. A
participating host is either the local host, on which the application executes,
or a remote host, on which the component instances are created. The Framework runtime stands for software which essentially provides two services. The
search service that searches the network for suitable hosts and the create service that creates component instances on its local host. Figure 3.1 puts the
Framework runtime into perspective and shows how an application creates
component instances by using the Framework runtime. Each host represents
a single physical machine on which the software is executing. Each node represents a single Framework runtime instance. The application first searches
for three suitable hosts by using the search service (blue arrow) of its local
Framework runtime (node). The search service implementation searches the
network and finds three hosts (green arrows). The application in turn instructs the creation of one component instance on each of the three hosts by
using the corresponding create service that each host provides (red arrows).
Each create service implementation creates one component instance (brown
arrows).
In practice, the node provides the search and create services in a form of
a concrete application interface (the Node interface, shown later) and it also
represents the host, on which it is executing, towards the world. The Node
interface is very small and simple. This simplicity is the result of the development process where most of the focus was invested into these four areas:
the core idea, software reusability, requirements on applications and security.
The Core Idea
The core idea is that an application can search for nodes in the network
that satisfy certain runtime conditions and when such nodes are found,
15
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Figure 3.1: Application App creates three component instances Inst on suitable hosts by using the Framework runtime.

it can instantiate components on them. This can be recursive. A component instance can require other different subcomponent instances to
be created. And so the instance constructor (or the factory process
that instantiates the component on a node) searches for suitable nodes
and instantiates the required subcomponents on them. The focus on
this core idea follows the Unix Philosophy[3], in particular that a program should be simple, do one thing well, and provide an easy way to
interact with other programs.
Software Reusability
There already exist component frameworks (SOFA2[4]), and other component related software like package managers (Synaptic[5]). The Framework wants to provide new features without reinventing and recreating
the ones already provided by existing software. This is the reason why
the Framework is solely focused on the component instantiation rather
than also on the additional concepts like for example component pack-
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aging and versioning.
Requirements On Applications
A component framework that defines component on a source code level
(for example as a class in object oriented language) would necessarily
force existing applications that would like to make use of such framework to have their source code modified in order to be able to make the
use of it. It is therefore reasonable to try to provide new features that
the already existing applications would be able to make use of without
the need for their source code to be modified. This requires that a
component is defined more generally and not on a source code level.
Security
The Framework design by definition considers any executable code to
be a component. Instantiating a component on a remote machine
(node) therefore equals remote code execution. Should the machine
exist on an untrusted network (such as Internet), then there must be
a policy that dictates who is allowed to execute what application and
what rights should the corresponding process have. Implementing this
scheme would essentially be complex and therefore difficult, but more
importantly, it would be redundant since there already exist software
that deals with it (SSH[6]) for example). It is therefore much better to
find and provide a way to use existing security infrastructure.
With this focus in mind, the Framework features that turned out to be either
redundant towards existing software infrastructure or highly insecure if misconfigured, were removed from the initial Framework concepts and do not
appear in this final, presented, version.
The IDL[7] definition of the Node interface is shown on figure 3.2. It contains
four methods. Each method is put into its own separate interface. The main
interface of interest to applications is the Node interface, which inherits all
previously defined interfaces. This design decision, to put each method into
its own separate interface, provides more freedom of choice to Framework implementations. An alternative to this decision is to put all four methods into
one common interface. The description of the Framework design is further
split into the following sections:
• Section 3.1, IDL Definition Description, on page 18, defines the functionality of the methods from the IDL definition.
• Section 3.2, Design Choices, on page 18, describes important design
decisions behind the IDL definition.
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• Section 3.3, Network Overlay, on page 26, shows two possible designs
of the network overlay that both have the search service built in.
• Section 3.4, Remote Code Execution, on page 28, talks about how the
remote code execution service can be advertised through node properties.

3.1

IDL Definition Description

This section documents the functionality of the methods from the IDL definition on figure 3.2.
getProperty()
If the node has the property with the specific key then the value argument is set to the property value and the method returns zero. The
method returns non-zero value otherwise.
ping()
The ping method always returns zero. It is a way for the caller to verify
whether the node is alive. This method is part of the design because
any underlying network overlay will have to check for node’s presence
in some form.
satisfiesCondition()
This method returns zero if the node satisfies given condition. The
method returns non-zero value otherwise.
findNodes()
This method finds and returns nodes that satisfy given condition during
the search time. The caller specifies the exact number of nodes to be
found. The method returns the number of nodes found. This can be
less then specified (zero at worst).

3.2
3.2.1

Design Choices
The First Approach

The first approach that could be taken to solve the task of searching for
nodes that satisfy certain condition would be to define a language in which
the condition could be programmatically expressed. To find out whether a
node satisfies given condition, the condition would have to be evaluated on
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Figure 3.2: Framework IDL definition, file src/p2cf/idl/Node.idl.
module P2CF
{
typedef sequence<octet> octet2;
interface Condition
{
long satisfiesCondition(in octet2 condition);
};
interface Network
{
long ping();
};
interface Property
{
long getProperty(in octet2 key, out octet2 value);
};
interface Node;
typedef sequence<Node> Node2;
interface Search
{
long findNodes(in octet2 condition,
in long how_many, out Node2 nodes);
};
interface Node: Condition, Network, Property, Search
{
};
};
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the node itself. This is because the condition expression can make use of
values that are node-specific. These values are by definition called properties
or node properties and are described in the next subsection.

3.2.2

Node Property

Some property examples include the CPU frequency and load, the amount
of free disk space available, the total size of system memory, the available
network bandwidth, the operating system, versions of certain libraries, values provided by the proc and sys filesystems, the presence of a specialized
hardware (where information about it is provided via SNMP1 ). The examples mentioned are related to the component instantiation. A component
instance typically requires resources, both software and hardware. Therefore, an application wants to instantiate a component on a node that meets
certain software and hardware requirements. Because the Peer To Peer Component Framework does not want to put restrictions on what can consitute a
property, it allows a property to be anything. Because properties are meant
to be accessible, either generally or to the condition evaluation, they form
key-value pairs.
It is up to a concrete Framework implementation to provide a way to set
node properties. A method that sets property is intentionally omitted from
the IDL definition (figure 3.2). Its presence would mean that essentially
anyone would be able to set a node property, which is an obvious security
issue.
Property Value
The property value can be anything that is possible to store into an unbounded sequence of bytes. Some property values behave as constants and
some not. This has to do with how often the value changes. A property with
constant value is called a constant property. A property with non-constant
value is called a non-constant property. Example on figure 3.3 shows two
properties. The first property is clearly of a constant character because the
C library upgrades don’t happen that often. On the contrary, the second
property is non-constant because the CPU load generally changes unpredictably over time. However its snapshot taken at a given time (when the
value is asked for) can be stored as an unbounded sequence of bytes and it
therefore constitutes a property.
1

Simple Network Management Protocol
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Figure 3.3: An example of constant and non-constant property.

Property Key
”libc version”
”CPU load”

Property Value
”the C library version installed on the host system”
”the CPU usage in percents over some time period”

Property Key
The property key uniquely identifies property. Because there is a lot of software in existence and potentially many different properties, it is natural to
conclude that the value of the property key should have a hierarchical character. Example on figure 3.4 shows the version property of hugin and skype
programs. In the example, the dot character delimits the property name,
Figure 3.4: Example of hierarchical property keys.

Property Key
Property Value
apps.hugin.version ”the hugin version installed on the host”
apps.skype.version ”the skype version installed on the host”

version, from the property namespace, apps.hugin, and it also delimits
the individual namespaces themselves where apps is the top-level one.
If the slash character is used instead of the dot character than the property can be easily stored on the Unix-like filesystem. A constant property
can be an ordinary file whereas a non-constant property can be an executable.
The value of the constant property would be stored as the contents of the
file. Getting the value of the non-constant property would mean executing
the executable and reading its standard output.
If it is decided that in addition to the property apps.hugin.version
there also should be a property apps.hugin then this easy solution would
not be sufficient since most file systems will most probably not allow a directory and a file with the same name to coexist in the same parent directory. In
contrast, the Windows Registry would have no problem with such decision.
And, if the property is non-constant, the value of the registry key could be a
name of the executable that prints the property value to the standard output
when it is executed.
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The property key is, as is the property value, also an unbounded sequence
of bytes. It has no defined syntax because it is too early to do so. A good
property key syntax should favor at least a few Framework implementations
on various software and hardware platforms and also more distinct use cases
than the two ones presented. This is of course not to say that the implementation should influence the interface as it might look like. It is to say
that one of the goals of the Framework is an easy interoperability with other
existing software and that the property key syntax and semantics carries a
significant impact in this matter.

3.2.3

The Disadvantages

An application that would like to stitch a panorama using the hugin software could search for nodes that satisfy condition shown on figure 3.5. The
example shown on the figure is based on the property definition and the idea
of a specialized language to express conditions in. The condition evaluates
Figure 3.5: A condition example expressed in specialized language.

cpu.idle && ( cpu.freq >= 2GHz ) && ( hugin.version >= 0.7.0 )

to true on a given node if:
• the node is idle (so that the computation does not interfere with already
running processes)
• the node has enough CPU power (so that the computation does not
take long)
• hugin version at least 0.7.0 is installed on the node
While a specialized language designed to express conditions certainly gives
the impression that it provides enough freedom for a condition specification,
it still has several disadvantages:
Application Defines Condition
Applications can only express finite amount of different possibilites no
matter what language is used. In the example above, a dual core machine with 1.6 GHz CPU frequency can also be considered as having
enough CPU power because hugin tools can automatically take advantage of multi core CPUs. Trying to specify a condition that covers
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every possibility of a suitable node for a particular task is not generally
feasible.
Redundancy
There already exist languages that can be used to express conditions.
A restricted shell is one such example. One could express the condition
as a shell script and let it interpret on the target node with the true or
false outcome.
Resource Allocations
Designing and creating a specialized language to express conditions
that would cover most of the important situations is hard because one
such situation deals with resource allocation. The Session Controller
component (section 2.2, Distributed Call Center, on page 11) uses little
CPU cycles when it is not handling a user call at the moment. It
only uses a decent percentage of the CPU when it is handling a user
call. Therefore it is meaningfull to only create a certain amount of
Session Controller instances on a given host (node). The condition
that specifies a suitable node, to instantiate the Session Controller on,
must not only take into account the free percentage of the CPU power
remaining but also the number of Session Controller instatnces already
created. This implies some sort of interprocess communication on the
implementation side. Perhaps it would be better if the instantiator
somehow did not have to deal with such details.
Time Complexity
This is perhaps the biggest disadvantage. When the network consists of
N nodes, then the search for suitable nodes has linear time complexity
(O(N )). This is an issue because M searches performed make the time
complexity quadratic (O(M ∗ N )). When the search request is not
known in advance then no data structure can be built to achieve faster
search time. When a specialized language is used to express condition
on the application side, the linear search time is the best it can be. This
is because in order to find out whether a node satisfies such condition,
it has to be evaluated on the node. However, if the search request is
known in advance then there is a chance for a faster than linear search
time.

3.2.4

The Second Approach

When the condition is known in advance to the search request being placed
then all of the disadvantages of the first approach can be solved. This is
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Figure 3.6: Example of satisfiesCondition() method invocation when the
node does not have the condition installed.

the second approach to provide a solution to the task of searching for nodes
that satisfy given runtime condition. In this approach, each condition gets
assigned a name, where applications have to find a consensus on a name for a
particular condition. When an application searches for nodes that satisfy the
condition, it only passes the condition name to the underlying search engine
and not the condition specification. The condition specification is left to be
provided to each node that is to be part of the search set. This can be done,
for example, as a part of an application installation procedure on the host.
Now, the condition has its name and its specifications, much like an interface
has its implementations. Let’s clarify this concept on two examples.
In the first example (figure 3.6), method satisfiesCondition() is invoked with argument ”hugin 0.7.0”, which is the name of the condition. In
this case, the method returns false because hugin is not installed on the host.
Because hugin is not installed on the host, no ”hugin 0.7.0” condition is
known to the node.
In the second example (figure 3.7), the method is called again. This time,
the condition specification is installed (together with the hugin installation)
and it is evaluated in step two. The evaluation ends true in step three and
the method returns the result in step four.
The second approach solves each disadvantage of the first approach described
earlier. The application that is going to search for nodes simply does not have
to specify the condition. Because the condition specification lives on the node
side:
• Any existing language can be used specify it. No new language has to
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Figure 3.7: Example of satisfiesCondition() method invocation when the
node has the condition installed.

be created for that purpose.
• Nodes are free to specify their suitability for a particular task. The
specification can also take resource allocation into account. An example
of how this can be done is in the Solutions chapter, subsection 5.2.4,
on page 61.
Because the condition is known prior to the search request and it is either
true or false for a particular node, a set of nodes for which the condition holds
true can be maintained. Given a concrete condition, the search request then
simply picks nodes from the corresponding set of nodes. If the set operations:
• insert node into the set
• remove node from the set
• retrieve nodes from the set
are faster than linear, then the search operation is faster than linear. Section
3.3, Network Overlay, on page 26, further elaborates on this topic.
In the first approach, when the condition is specified in a specialized language, it can make use of the node properties. In the second approach,
when applications search for nodes by giving the name of the condition to
the search engine instead of its specification, there does not seem to be a
need for the node properties to be part of the design at the first look since
the condition specification is up to each participating node to choose and
implement. But because the Framework by design only provides the search
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interface and no other services, the properties can actually be used to provide
a way to access a particular service, if the node provides it. In this respect,
section 3.4, Remote Code Execution, on page 28, describes how the remote
code execution service can be provided.
The Framework design leaves concrete condition syntax and semantics undefined for the same reasons as of the property key (Property Key, page
21).

3.3

Network Overlay

Subsection 3.2.4, The Second Approach, on page 23, presents a possible way
to search for nodes that satisfy given condition in time which is faster than
linear. It proposes to maintain a set of nodes which satisfy the condition
at the time of the search request. Such set essentially contains information which is spread across the nodes in the network overlay. The network
overlay is what keeps the nodes available to serve the search requests from
applications. Because the information is not local but distributed, the design of a network overlay has impact on the time complexity of the three set
operations: insert, remove and retrieve. This section presents two network
overlay designs both of which have the set functionality built in with the set
operations executing in faster than linear time.

3.3.1

Client-Server Design

In the client-server design, nodes are clients and the server has form of a
central registry of nodes. Nodes register with the registry, this is how the
network overlay is formed. Additionally, the registry keeps track of which
nodes satisfy which condition in real time. An alternative to this is to have
one registry per existing condition. The search request for nodes that satisfy certain condition is a simple matter of retrieving entries from the proper
registry. An example of registry information is on figure 3.8. Because the
information about which node satisfies which condition is stored and maintained locally in the central registry, the set operations insert, remove and
retrieve can operate in faster than linear time. Nodes inform the central
registry about the initial states of their conditions when they register with
it and later continue to inform it about condition state changes that occur.
When an application invokes the findNodes() method on an object that
implements the P2CF::Search interface, the method implementation simply
consults the contents of the registry in order to return the search results.
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Figure 3.8: Client-server network overlay registry information. There are
three conditions, red, green, blue and five nodes, A, B, C, D, E. The red
condition is satisfied by nodes A and C, and so on.

Condition
red
green
blue

node A node B node C
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1

node D
0
1
1

node E
0
1
0

Figure 3.9: Peer to peer network overlays. There are five nodes, A, B, C, D
and E, and three network overlays, red, green, and blue.

3.3.2

Peer To Peer Design

The idea here is to create and maintain a network overlay for each existing
condition. If a node satisfies given condition, then it is part of the overlay,
otherwise it is not. If a node satisfies two conditions, then such node is part
of two separate network overlays. In the example, on figure 3.9, there are
five nodes and three overlays.
• Nodes A and C satisfy the red condition and therefore form the red
network overlay.
• Nodes B, C, and D satisfy the blue condition and therefore form the
blue network overlay.
• Nodes D and E satisfy the green condition and therefore form the green
network overlay.
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To find a node that satisfes certain condition, it is enough to pick any node
from the corresponding network overlay. So the set of nodes that satisfy
certain condition is actually the network overlay itself. For the node in the
network overlay to find nodes other than itself that satisfy the condition
simply means to return its neighbours. If that is not enough then also the
neighbours of its neighbours and so on. To insert a node into the set means to
add the node to the network overlay, the overlay expands. To remove a node
from the set means to remove the node from the network overlay, the overlay
shrinks. To make this a viable design, the add and remove operations of the
peer to peer network overlay have to perform faster than O(N ) time, where
N is the number of nodes. At this point, the thesis does not come up with a
peer to peer network overlay design of its own. Instead, it utilizes Chord[8],
an existing peer to peer network overlay solution. Chord performs the node
addition and removal operations in O(log 2 (N )), which is faster than linear.
The thesis does not come up with its own peer to peer network overlay
design, specifically created to meet the Framework needs, because it is not
its goal. Creating a decent peer to peer network overlay is also a hard task.
Chord is not used here out of the box because it represents a distributed
hash table[9] solution. Any hash table simply does not fit the Framework
needs. There is nothing to hash for a set nodes that satisfy certain condition.

3.4

Remote Code Execution

This section presents several ways a node can advertise remote code execution service through a well defined property keys so that an application can
remotely execute code on the node in a secure fashion.

3.4.1

Secure Shell Access

Using the secure shell is a straightforward way to provide users with the
remote code execution service. For this to work, the user in question has to
have a shell account on the target host and be able to log in on this account
without having to type the password. This way, an application executing
with the user’s credentials and the consent of the user can securely execute
commands on the target node. An example shell script excerpt might look
like this:
1> node=‘p2cf-find-node 1 $P2CF_FIND_REF hugin_0-7-0‘
2> remotehost=‘p2cf-get-property ssh_config "$node"‘
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3> ssh $(whoami).${remotehost} <<HERE
# Execute commands on the remotehost here
HERE

The shell commands p2cf-find-node and p2cf-get-property are described
in chapter 4, Framework Prototype, on page 36, and are demonstrated in
broader context in chapter 5, Solutions, on page 42. The important point
here is that the first command finds a suitable node. The second command
retrieves the value of the the ssh config property from the node found by
the previous command. The property value can be either an IP2 address or a
fully qualified domain name of the secure shell server. The ssh config node
property is by definition how the node advertises the remote code execution
service which in this case has the form of secure shell server. The third
command simply executes the remote commands on the target node.

3.4.2

eBay Rating

In the previous subsection, the fact that the user has a secure shell access
to the target node establishes the trust in the user from the node point of
view. This is not the only model of trust that can be used to give the user
access to the remote code execution service. User’s eBay[10] feedback rating
could be a feasible alternative when donors decide to donate their hardware
resources to the world but only to well-behaved users. This model has two
advantages from the pure secure shell access model. For each new user that
is to be allowed to use the remote code execution service:
• The user’s identity and well-behaveness do not have to be verified. This
is because the trust into the user is taken from the third party, in this
case the eBay, which is trusted (by definition). In this concrete case,
the higher the user’s feedback rating is, the more the user is considered
as well-behaved (again, by definition). In other words, the higher the
user’s feedback rating is, the less there is a chance the user will abuse
the granted access to the remote code execution service. The donor
simply decides the lowest necessary feedback rating for the user to be
allowed access to the service.
• Secure shell access does not have to be setup specifically for the user.
This means that the access to the remote code execution service has to
be configured only once, when the hardware is donated.
A more concrete example of how this model might work is depicted on figure
3.10. In the example, the user interacts with an application. The applica2

Internet Protocol
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Figure 3.10: Secure creation of a component instance on a host where the
application is authorized for remote code execution with the use of the eBay
service.
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tion has access to the user’s eBay credentials and wants to instantiate some
specific component on a suitable node. This is how it happens in seven steps.
Step One
First, the application searches for a suitable node. The application
setup is arranged in a way so that the application has access to an object (either local or remote) that implements the P2CF::Search interface. The application searches for one node that satisfies the Component
condition. A node that satisfies such condition is suitable for creating
instances of the desired component.
Step Two
Application has found a suitable node. Now, it needs to find out
the remote code execution service so it can create the component instance. It does this by getting the property values of four property
keys: ssh.host, ssh.port, ssh.user and ssh.identity.
Step Three
Application takes the user’s eBay credentials and successfully connects
to the advertised secure shell server. The server is advertised in a way
that allows anyone to connect to the server. The server is configured3
in a way so that it only allows the execution of the eBay remote code
execution (RCE) service.
Step Four
Therefore, when the application successfully logs in, the secure shell
server starts the eBay RCE service and forwards communication between the two. The benefit of the secure shell server is that it securely
tunnels connections between the client applications and the eBay RCE
service.
Step Five
The eBay RCE service process takes the user’s eBay credentials and
consults the eBay API[11] whether or not to allow the application to
proceed further on behalf of the user. The user’s eBay feedback rating
in this case is high enough so the execution proceeds further.
Step Six
The eBay RCE service simply creates the desired component instance.
There are two basic ways how this can be done. The service may be
3

These are the forced commands, and are described in subsection 8.2.4 of the secure
shell documentation[6].
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tailored specifically to the instantiation of a few concrete components
and serve as their constructor. In this case the application only passes
the component name and any additional configuration arguments to the
service to have the component instance created. On the other hand,
the service may execute shell and let the application to interact with it.
In this case, the application provides the shell with the commands that
create the desired component instance when the shell executes them.
Step Seven
The result of the component instantiation is propagated through the
eBay remote code execution service and the secure shell server back to
the application.
In the example, the node instance, the secure shell server, the eBay RCE
service and the created component instance, all run on the same host. This
is how the example might be realized with a few shell commands:
1> node=‘p2cf-find-node 1 $P2CF_FIND_REF "Component"‘
2> host=‘p2cf-get-property ssh.host "$node"‘
3> port=‘p2cf-get-property ssh.port "$node"‘
4> user=‘p2cf-get-property ssh.user "$node"‘
5> p2cf-get-property ssh.identity "$node" > identity
6> ssh -1 -p $port -i identity ${user}@${host} <<HERE
# Provide user credentials to the authorization process
# on the remote host.
$EBAY_USER
$EBAY_PASSWORD
# Execute commands that instantiate the component on the remote
# host after successfull authorization.
HERE

Step one finds the suitable node. Steps two to five get the property values
from the suitable node and make them ready to be used in step six. Before
the step six is executed, the user’s eBay credentials are stored in the shell
environment variables EBAY USER and EBAY PASSWORD. Step six successfully
establishes connection to the host’s secure shell server. The server executes
the eBay RCE service which reads the user’s credentials from its first two
lines of input. It then successfully authorizes the user and proceeds to execute
further commands which instantiate the desired component.

3.4.3

XML Document

The significant difference between the two previous approaches to the remote code execution service advertisement is in the property keys used to
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Figure 3.11: The value of the ssh config property key, from subsection
3.4.1, in the form of an XML document. The FQDN shortcut stands for Fully
Qualified Domain Name.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<RCEservice type="ssh">
<ssh_config>FQDN</ssh_config>
</RCEservice>

advertise the service. Their number and naming differ in each case, which is
not transparent to the application. Generally, this non-transparency would
force an application to guess the relevant property keys if it wanted to be
able to use various forms of the remote code execution service. In the second
approach (in the previous subsection), it is possible to merge the values of
all four property keys into one ssh config property key. This solves the
transparency issue towards applications but it requires applications to parse
the contents of the property value. This parsing is unavoidable if such transparency is to be maintained. Perhaps if the property value had a form of an
XML4 document, it would make the parsing a lot easier and more standard.
Examples on figures 3.11 and 3.12 show how such XML document might look
like in the first and the second approach respectively. When the property
value of the property key used to advertise the remote code execution service
is an XML document, the services.RemoteCodeExecution property key is
perhaps more suitable and descriptive for this task than the ssh config.

3.4.4

Constrained Environment

With the remote code execution there is not only concern with the trust into
the users but also with the trust into the applications (or components). If
the application executed on the remote host contains exploitable flaws then
this is an issue even if only authorized users are allowed to execute it.
A possible remedy to this would be to only allow the execution of such
faulty application in a constrained environment such as dedicated virtual
machine or in special root directory. The goal of the constrained environment would be to seriously limit attacker’s abilities once the application gets
exploited.
It may be desirable that a given host is used transparently in a secure
manner both for instantiating components which are safe and also for in4

The Extensible Markup Language
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Figure 3.12: The values of all four property keys, from subsection 3.4.2, in
the form of an XML document.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<RCEservice type="eBay">
<ssh>
<host>FQDN</host>
<port>45000</port>
<user>anonymous</user>
<identity>
<![CDATA[
...
]]>
</identity>
</ssh>
</RCEservice>

stantiating components which are potentially or knowingly unsafe (can be
exploited remotely or locally). The solution to this is for the host to run
multiple nodes.
An illustrational example of such setup is shown on figure 3.13. The host
is running two nodes. The difference between them is that the second node
has installed the apps.skype demo.SessionController condition and the
first one has not. This is to say to the world that the second node is eligible
for instantiation of the Session Controller component of the Skype Demo and
the first one is not. The transparency is achieved by both nodes having the
property ssh config, with the meaning as previously discussed, albeit with
a different value. The second node uses it to advertise a secure shell server
that is running inside a constrained environment. The host is configured in
a way that allows for the Session Controller instances to be created only in
the constrained environment and nowhere else. Trusted users are allowed
to remotely create Session Controller instances only by means of the secure
shell server that is running in the constrained environment.
The reason for the Session Controller component being put into the constrained environment is because it internally uses Skype as its subcomponent
and the presentation[12], Silver Needle In Skype, on slides 108-112, demonstrates remote heap overflow exploit for an undisclosed Skype version.
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Chapter 4
Framework Prototype
This chapter describes Peer To Peer Component Framework prototype. Chapter 5, Solutions, on page 42, demonstrates how the prototype is used.

4.1

Node Register

The network overlay has client-server design. Nodes are clients, node register
is the server. Nodes register with the node register when they boot up. The
node register keeps registered nodes in a linked list and periodically deletes
unreachable entries. The list entry is a node object reference. The list entry
is unreachable (or dead) when the ping() method, invoked on the referenced
object, fails.
The server implements the NodeRegister interface shown on figure 4.1. Node
implementation invokes the insertNode() method to register its node object with the node register. The method inserts the node object reference at
the beginning of the list of all registered node object references and returns
zero on success. The listNodes() method retrieves registered node object
references to the caller and returns zero on success.
The main purpose of the node register is the implementation of the Search
interface and the findNodes() method described in section 3.1, IDL Definition Description, on page 18. The method retrieves nodes from the list
of registered nodes that satisfy given condition to the caller. The search for
nodes is performed in first-in first-out style. The search continues until the
requested number of nodes is found or there are no more unsearched nodes.
In the example on figure 4.2, the caller invokes the findNodes() method
36
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Figure 4.1: NodeRegister interface IDL definition,
file src/p2cf/idl/NodeRegister.idl.
#include "Node.idl"
module P2CF
{
interface NodeRegister: Search, Network
{
long insertNode(in Node nd);
long listNodes(out Node2 nodes);
};
};

Figure 4.2: findNodes() method invocation example.
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to find two nodes that satisfy the ”hugin-0.7.0” condition. At the time of
invocation, the node register contains five node references (A, B, C, D, E).
The A reference is the first in the list, the E reference is the last one. The
references A and C satisfy the condition and are returned to the caller. The
method implementation also rotates the list entries, so that the D reference
becomes the the first in the list and the C reference becomes the last one. The
node register invokes the satisfiesCondition() method on the registered
node object when it needs to find out whether it satisfies the ”hugin-0.7.0”
condition.
The node register implementation is single-threaded. In the single-threaded
model, the access to the node register’s list of registered nodes does not have
to be explicitly synchronized.

4.2

Node

Node implements the Node interface from figure 3.2.

4.2.1

Conditions And Properties

Available conditions and properties are stored as executable files on the host’s
filesystem. There is one directory for conditions and a separate one for
properties. The locations of them are given to the node instance in the form
of shell environment variables. The P2CF CONDITION ROOT variable has the
location of the conditions directory and the P2CF PROPERTY ROOT variable
has the location of the properties directory.
When the getProperty(Key) method is invoked, it tries to execute the
$P2CF PROPERTY ROOT/Key executable. If the executable exists, it is supposed to print the property value to the standard output and return zero on
success. The success means that the node has the property with the key Key
and the property value - the contents of the standard output - are returned
to the caller.
When the satisfiesCondition(Condition) method is invoked, it tries
to execute the $P2CF CONDITION ROOT/Condition executable. If the executable exists, it is supposed to return zero if the Condition holds true and
non-zero otherwise. The return value of the executable is returned to the
caller.
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Network Overlay

To form a network of nodes, each node calls the insertNode() method
of the node register and passes it the node object reference at start up.
The findNodes() method of the node object is implemented by calling the
findNodes() method on the node register object.

4.2.3

Multi-threading

The node implementation is multi-threaded. Each node interface method
call is executed in its own thread. Multi-threading is necessary because
the condition and property executables are allowed to invoke node interface
methods on the node object that has them started. For this purpose, the
node implementation makes the node object reference available in the shell
environment variable P2CF NODE.

4.3

Shell Interface

The prototype implementation is composed of several shell utilities which
together cover and provide all design features via a shell command line.

4.3.1

p2cf-find-nodes

Synopsis
p2cf-find-nodes number reference condition
This is frontend to the Search::findNodes() method. The program searches
for a given number of nodes that satisfy the given condition. The object references of the found nodes are printed to the standard output (separated by
a newline character). The program returns the number of nodes found (or
zero on error). The number of nodes found can be less than desired (zero
at worst). The reference argument is an object reference to an object that
implements the Search interface.

4.3.2

p2cf-get-property

Synopsis
p2cf-get-property node property
This is frontend to the Property::getProperty() method. If the node has
the given property, the program prints it’s value to the standard output and
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returns zero. Otherwise it returns non-zero. The register argument is an
object reference to an object that implements the Property interface. The
property argument is passed as is to the getProperty() method.

4.3.3

p2cf-list-nodes

Synopsis
p2cf-list-nodes register
This is frontend to the NodeRegister::listNodes() method. The program
prints the registered node object references to the standard output. The
register argument is an object reference to an object that implements the
NodeRegister interface.

4.3.4

p2cf-node

Synopsis
p2cf-node register
This is the P2CF::Node interface implementation. The program takes one
argument which is a node register object reference.

4.3.5

p2cf-node-register

Synopsis
p2cf-node-register [filename]
This is the P2CF::NodeRegister interface implementation. It is started
prior to all nodes. It prints its object reference to the standard output and
optionally to a file, if the filename argument is provided.

4.3.6

p2cf-ping

Synopsis
p2cf-ping reference
This is frontend to the Network::ping() method. The tool returns zero if
the ping() method succeeds and non-zero otherwise. The reference argument
is an object reference to an object that implements the Network interface.
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p2cf-satisfies-condition

Synopsis
p2cf-satisfies-condition node condition
This is frontend to the Condition::satisfiesCondition() method. The
program returns zero if the given node satisfies the given condition. The node
argument is an object reference to an object that implements the Condition
interface. The condition argument is passed as is to the satisfiesCondition()
method.

Chapter 5
Solutions
This chapter presents solutions to the use cases from chapter 2, Use Cases,
on page 10, that utilize the Peer To Peer Component Framework prototoype
presented in the previous chapter. The presented solutions are evaluated in
the next chapter.

5.1

Distributed Hugin

This section describes how the Peer To Peer Component Framework prototype is used to speed up hugin stitching procedure. The approach is incremental. It starts by introducing the stitching example together with the
hardware used for computations. Then, the stitching procedure is refined step
by step. The aim is to reduce the real time it takes to stitch the panorama.
This section shows several tables of the execution times of the stitching procedure at various approach steps. Each row of any table shows execution
times of a single stitching procedure execution.
Each execution produces three time values, the real time, the user time
and the sys (or system) time, each from the point of view of the local processor, on which the computation was started. The real time is the total real
life time it took for the computation to complete. The user time is the time
the computation spent executing on the local processor in the user space.
The system time is the time the computation spent executing on the local
processor in the kernel space.
It is possible for the user time to end up higher than the real time. This
can happen when the processor on which the computation takes place is
multi core and the processor has executed the nona tool. The nona tool
automatically uses all available cores if not told otherwise.
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Figure 5.1: A scaled down version of the final panorama image.

The reason for not performing more time measurements and showing
some average, and therefore more precise, time values is that it is not necessary to do so in order to demonstrate an approximate time improvement
at each approach step. The time measurements, of which the tables are excerpts of, were performed in two series. The second series were performed
about a one week later from the first series. All time measurements were
performed on otherwise idle processors. It happened sometimes that some
processors executed other processor-intensive tasks during the execution of
the panorama stitching procedure. This greatly influenced the execution
times of the procedure and was immediately noticed and filtered out from
the presented results.

5.1.1

The Stitching Example - No Distribution

The stitching example consists of twenty photos that capture a panoramatic
view of Prague. The photos1 were taken in mid October from Hradčany
viewpoint. The avarage photo size is 2.6 megabytes. The final panorama
image (figure 5.1) has resolution 18000 by 2250 pixels.
Hugin software is used to create the panorama. First, the hugin tool is
used to create the project file from the input photos (images). Basically, the
project file stores the control points, created using the hugin tool, between
pairs of images. The control points define how to create the panorama image
from the input photos. A makefile is created from the project file either by
the hugin tool or the pto2mk tool, which is part of the hugin software. Creating the panorama is then a simple matter of executing the make command
with the makefile argument. Figure 5.2 shows control points between the
pairs of input images.
The hardware available for the computation consists of one 2.4 GHz Intel
Quad Core processor machine with 4GB RAM of memory and twenty one
1

the author of the photos is a friend of mine
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Figure 5.2: Control points between pairs of input photos. Labels denote
names of the input photos without the jpg suffix. Edges denote the control
points relationship.

Figure 5.3: Computation times of the stitching procedure executed on a
single dual core machine when all of the input and output files are stored on
the shared filesystem.

run
1
2
3
4
5

real time
7m31.403s
7m.7.907s
7m16.759s
7m22.045s
7m20.402s

user time
7m20.365s
7m18.505s
7m17.358s
7m19.791s
7m19.181s

sys time
0m15.276s
0m15.419s
0m15.356s
0m14.976s
0m16.239

1.0 GHz AMD Dual Core processor machines each with 2GB RAM of memory. Additionally, the AFS2 shared filesystem is mounted on each dual core
machine. All machines are interconnected with 100 megabit Ethernet network.
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 each show computation times of five stitching procedure
executions on a single dual core machine. The tables demonstrate that, on
avarage, the stitching procedure lasts roughly seven minutes when it is executed over the shared filesystem and roughly five minutes when it is executed
over the local filesystem. The time values of one table row are produced with
the time command:
user@machine~$ time make -f panorama.mk

The panorama.mk file is the makefile produced from the project file. As a
matter of experience, when the nona tool is told to use only one core (to run
single-threadedly) and the make tool is told to run two jobs simultaneously,
2

the Andrew File System
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Figure 5.4: Computation times of the stitching procedure executed on a
single dual core machine when all of the input and output files are stored on
the local filesystem.

run
1
2
3
4
5

real time
5m34.454s
5m17.829s
5m25.114s
5m27.615s
5m29.166s

user time
7m17.748s
7m8.292s
7m16.372s
7m11.429s
7m12.588s

sys time
0m5.443s
0m5.440s
0m5.376s
0m5.513s
0m5.666s

Figure 5.5: Computation times of the stitching procedure executed on a
single dual core machine over the local filesystem. The nona tool is told to run
single-threadedly and the make program is told to run two jobs simultaneously.

run
1
2
3
4
5

real time
5m8.176s
5m7.724s
5m10.156s
5m9.985s
4m57.065s

user time
7m3.909s
7m10.179s
7m12.228s
7m11.565s
6m59.853s

sys time
0m5.460s
0m5.340s
0m5.373s
0m5.400s
0m5.553s
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even better results can be achieved (table 5.5). The time values are produced
with these commands:
user@machine~$ export NONA="nona -t 1"
user@machine~$ make -j 2 -e -f panorama.mk

The -t 1 option and value tell nona to run single-threadedly. The -e option
tells the make command to give variables from the environment precedence
over variables from the makefile. This way the NONA makefile variable can
be left unmodified in the makefile. The -j 2 option and value tell the make
command to run two jobs simultaneously.

5.1.2

The First Approach - Full Distribution

This subsection tries to improve the real time of the stitching procedure by
spreading the computation among multiple machines. This is done by substituting the nona, enblend, and exiftool commands with commands dist-nona,
dist-enblend, and dist-exiftool respectively. The dist- commands make use of
the Framework prototype to distribute the computation. When the prototype is setup and running, all the user has to type to execute the distributed
computation is:
user@machine~$
user@machine~$
user@machine~$
user@machine~$

export NONA=dist-nona
export ENBLEND=dist-enblend
export EXIFTOOL=dist-exiftool
make -j 20 -e -f panorama.mk

The computation takes place on twenty dual core machines and works over
the shared filesystem. All of the involved input, intermediate, panorama, and
executable files reside on the shared filesystem and are accessible under the
same paths on all machines. Table 5.6 shows achieved computation times.
It is certainly a one minute improvement over the results from table 5.3 but
that’s it. The goal is to get better values than table 5.5 and it is the topic of
the following subsections. The rest of this subsection describes how the one
minute improvement is achieved.
Graph 5.7 shows where the distributed approach gains its time improvement (the graph semantics is described later in this subsection). The graph
shows that at the beginning there are twenty jobs that are executed in parallel. Then, there follow two more jobs that take significantly more time to
complete. It is this parallelism of the first twenty jobs where this distributed
approach gains its one minute time improvement. The parallelism is possible
because of the makefile dependency tree.
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Figure 5.6: Computation times of the stitching procedure executed on twenty
dual core machines. The user times and sys times are nearly zero because
none of the stitching jobs execute on the user’s machine. The user’s machine
is the one that starts the stitching procedure by executing the make command.
Because all stitching jobs execute on other machines, the user’s machine is free
to perform other computations during stitching.

run
1
2
3
4
5

real time
5m46.424s
6m31.508s
5m56.280s
5m56.556s
5m22.559s

user time
0m0.920s
0m0.853s
0m0.960s
0m1.057s
0m0.907s

sys time
0m0.730s
0m1.853s
0m0.777s
0m0.643s
0m0.853s

Figure 5.7: Graph of the computation times of the individual jobs of the
stitching procedure executed on twenty dual core machines. The real time of
the stitching procedure (the make command) is roughly six minutes.
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Figure 5.8: The panorama.mk makefile dependency tree. The letter N represents the input image number.

The makefile dependency tree is shown on figure 5.8. It shows the steps
it takes to compute the panorama image (the panorama.tif file). First, all of
the input jpg images are transformed by nona into tif intermediate images.
Then, these intermediate tif images are taken by enblend which produces
panorama.tif. The final version of the panorama image is produced by running the exiftool on the panorama.tif file. The dependency tree shows that
the input image transformations from jpg into the intermediate tif representations can be done in parallel. Because there are twenty images and
twenty machines, the transformations are all done in parallel (as the graph
5.7 shows). This parallelism, when all of the input jpg images are transformed
by nona into the tif intermediate images, is where this solution gains its time
improvement over the non-distributed computation from the previous subsection. The dist- commands, that implement this parallelism by using the
Framework prototype, are just symbolic links to dist-exec shell script. The
dist-exec script is described in subsection 5.1.7.
Graph Semantics
Graph 5.7 consists of line segments. Line segments represent individual
stitching jobs in chronological order from left to right. Numbers just uniquely
mark machines on which the jobs execute. The size of the line is the time
difference between the time stamps that mark the end and the start of a job.
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Figure 5.9: Computation times of the stitching procedure executed on twenty
dual core machines over shared filesystem. The enblend and exiftools jobs
account as parts of the make job because they are executed locally and not
remotely.

run
1
2
3
4
5

real time
5m15.509s
5m15.113s
5m11.477s
5m14.582s
5m9.828s

user time
2m40.690s
2m39.176s
2m36.680s
2m40.383s
2m37.740s

sys time
0m10.513s
0m10.343s
0m10.136s
0m10.296s
0m10.379s

The time stamps are always taken with the date command. The difference
is obviously greater than or equal to the job’s real time. The size of the line
subsegment that starts at the line segment and ends with the blue stop is
job’s real time. Similarly, the green stop depicts job’s user time and the red
stop depicts job’s sys time.

5.1.3

The Second Approach - Partial Distribution

The graph on figure 5.7 shows that the jobs’ real times are quite larger than
their corresponding user times. Since the machines on which the computation
took place were otherwise idle, it means that a non-trivial amount of the jobs’
real time is spent in the input and output (IO) operations (reading input files,
writing output files). This is very likely since the intermediate tif files’ sizes
range from 15 megabytes to 25 megabytes and the resulting panorama image
has about 160 megabytes. This brings the idea to minimize the IO operations
by executing the enblend and exiftool commands on the same machine and
not on two different machines (as is done in the fully distributed approach).
This is done by executing these commands:
user@machine~$ export NONA=dist-nona
user@machine~$ make -j 20 -e -f panorama.mk

Table 5.9 shows the resulting real times of this approach. This is better than
table 5.6 but still not better than table 5.5.
The time improvement of the table 5.9 over tables 5.6 is gained by minimizing the IO time of the exiftool job by executing the job on the same
machine as the enblend tool. The enblend tool produces panorama.tif file
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Figure 5.10: Graph of the computation times of the individual jobs of the
stitching procedure executed on twenty dual core machines over shared filesystem. The enblend and exiftools jobs account as parts of the make job because
they are executed locally and not remotely. The user’s machine takes part
in the distributed computation. The real time of the stitching procedure is
5m9.828s.

which is input to the exiftool. Since exiftool is executed on the same machine as the enblend tool, the panorama.tif input file is already present to
the exiftool on the filesystem. When the exiftool is executed on different machine than the enblend tool, it first has to wait for the file panorama.tif to be
copied to that machine. This copying is done transparently to the stitching
procedure by the underlying shared filesystem.
Graph 5.10 shows that the make job spends half of its real time doing nothing. Part of it accounts for the nona transformations of input images from jpg
to tif but greater part accounts for enblend and exiftool. Tables 5.3 and 5.4
show that significantly better times are achieved when the stitching process
executed locally is executed over the local filesystem than over the shared
filesystem. Therefore it is worth trying the current approach but without the
use of the shared filesystem to see whether a better real time can be achieved.
This approach is exploited in the next subsection.
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The Third Approach - No Shared Filesystem

Table 5.11 shows dramatic improvement of the real time of the stitching
procedure over table 5.5. The procedure execution is done without the use
of the shared filesystem. All relevant files are explicitly copied between the
participating machines. Graph 5.12 shows that the time of the IO operations
of the make job is lower than when performed over the shared filesystem.
The make command spends about a half less real time in doing nothing. To
execute the stitching procedure without the shared filesystem, the NONA
makefile variable has to be set to value
dist-nona2 $@ $^

in the makefile itself. Then, the execution is started by single command:
user@machine~$ make -j20 -f panorama.mk

To achieve the real times on table 5.11, it was necessary to patch hugin
software a bit. The version used for the demonstration of the use case solution
is 0.7.0 released on 2008-10-04. The issue is this. When the nona tool
transforms the input jpg image into its tif intermediate representation, it
also mandates the existence of all other input images on the filesystem. The
conclusion of the discussion with the hugin developers is that nona should
not be doing this. The patch prevents nona from doing it.
The patch is important because the total size of all input images is 50
megabytes. To distribute this whole on twenty machines means transferring
1 gigabytes of data over the local network. This takes around 100 seconds
over 100 megabit Ethernet. Therefore avoiding it is a huge time save with
regards to the use case solution.
Technically, it might be possible to lower the 100 seconds penalty to 10
seconds penalty by multicasting instead of unicasting. However, this solution
would certainly require non-trivial amount of coding to make it secure. It
would most probably have the benefit of not having to modify the hugin
(with the penalty of roughly 10 seconds) but it is definitely not worth doing
since the patch is a much easier way to accomplish it.
The demonstrations performed over the shared filesystem do not make
use of the patch code because all of the input files are already present on all
of the participating machines before the stitching procedure starts.

5.1.5

The Fourth Approach - The Quad Core Power

The stitching procedure run entirely on the quad core machine is at least as
good (figure 5.13) as the distributed solution from the previous subsection.
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Figure 5.11: Computation times of the stitching procedure executed on
twenty dual core machines without shared filesystem. The enblend and
exiftools jobs account as parts of the make job because they are executed
locally and not remotely.

run
1
2
3
4
5

real time
3m35.920s
3m19.920s
3m22.092s
3m21.177s
3m38.450s

user time
2m37.633s
2m30.324s
2m30.067s
2m30.137s
2m40.396s

sys time
0m3.780s
0m3.343s
0m3.660s
0m4.030s
0m3.693s

Figure 5.12: Graph of the computation times of the individual jobs of the
stitching procedure executed on twenty dual core machines without shared
filesystem. The enblend and exiftools jobs account as parts of the make job because they are executed locally and not remotely. Without the shared filesystem, files are copied explictly among machines. The CPU time of this copying
is not accounted for in the nona jobs. The real time of the stitching procedure
is 3m38.450s.
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Figure 5.13: Computation times of the stitching procedure executed on the
quad core machine. Nona is run single-threadedly and make runs four jobs
simultaneously.

run
1
2
3
4
5

real time
3m27.965s
3m32.012s
3m30.647s
3m43.418s
3m34.371s

user time
6m9.907s
6m11.655s
6m16.664s
6m14.479s
6m8.027s

sys time
0m2.864s
0m3.224s
0m2.932s
0m3.972s
0m5.500s

To beat the power of the quad core, the characteristics of the stitching procedure have to be exploited because the IO operations are already optimized
enough. It might prove usefull to use the dual core machines for tasks that
can be executed in parallel and the quad core machine for the rest. This is
done in the next section.

5.1.6

The Fifth Approach - The Final Solution

The stitching procedure has two parts. In the first part, all of the input
images are transformed into their corresponding intermediate results. In the
second part, the panorama image is computed from these results. The first
part benefits from parallel computing, the second part in turn calls for decent
processor. When the quad core and dual core machines are combined in such
a way that the first part computes on dual cores and the second part on the
quad core then the avarage real time is exactly three minutes3 . This is done
without the use of the shared filesystem. All files are explicitly copied among
the participating nodes by the scp program as in the 5.1.4 subsection. The
three minutes result beats the quad core computation (table 5.13) by thirty
seconds.

5.1.7

The dist-exec Shell Script

This subsection describes the steps of the dist-exec shell script. The script
implements the distributed stitching procedure over the shared filesystem
with the use of the Peer To Peer Component Framework prototype.
3

No graph and table of execution times is shown because the dual core machines were
not available at the time of the writing. The real time avarage is the result of the past
executions.
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1. Remember the current working directory.
dir=‘pwd‘

The current working directory is where the make is started. It contains the makefile, the project file, and all input images. When the
stitching procedure successfully completes, the directory will contain
all intermediate files and the panorama image.
2. Get the name of the tool to be executed.
tmp="$0"
tool=${tmp#*-}

The dist- commands (dist-nona, dist-enblend, dist-exiftool) are symbolic links that link to the dist-exec script. By stripping the distprefix, the name of the tool to be executed is acquired.
3. Find suitable node for tool execution.
node=‘p2cf-find-nodes 1 "$P2CF_FIND_REF" hugin_0-7-0‘

Suitable node is found with the use of the p2cf-find-nodes Framework
prototype utility. The utility is told to find one node that satisfies
hugin 0-7-0 condition. The condition is a shell script that always returns zero which means the condition is always true. P2CF FIND REF
is shell environment variable that is required to be set before the
script is run. It must contain stringified object reference to an object that implements the P2CF::Search interface. One such reference
is produced and printed to the standard output (and optionally to a
file) by the p2cf-node-register program. On success, the node variable
contains stringified object reference to an object that implements the
P2CF::Node interface.
4. Find a way to execute tool on the suitable node.
conn=‘p2cf-get-property $node ssh_config‘

SSH (secure shell) is a secure way to execute a set of commands on a
remote host. In the setup, the user has a secure shell access to all of the
participating hosts. In addition, this access is setup in a way that it
does not require the user to type in the account password. Therefore in
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order to execute a set of commands on a node, it is enough to know its
fully qualified domain name. The suitable node, found in the previous
step, is asked for ssh config property value. The conn variable is set to
the property value. The property key is a shell script, and the property
value is what the script prints to the standard output. In this case, it
is the result of the script’s echo command:
echo -n "‘hostname‘.‘dnsdomainname‘ -p 45000"

5. Execute the tool on the suitable node.
startTime=‘date +TIME_%s.%N‘
stat=‘ssh -1 -i ~/.ssh/lab_rsa1 $conn <<HERE
cd $dir
time $tool $argv
HERE‘
finishTime=‘date +TIME_%s.%N‘

The tool is executed on the node via secure shell. The argv argument
contains all of the script arguments enclosed in double quotes. They
are simply passed to the corresponding tool executed on the target
node. The startTime and finishTime enclose the CPU times of the tool
executed on the remote machine. When the execution of the tool is
finished, the execution times are remembered in the log file.

5.1.8

The dist-nona2 Shell Script

This script differs from the dist-exec script in three ways:
1. It takes different number of arguments. It does not parse arguments to
the nona tool to find out the names of the input jpg image, the project
file and the output tif image. It instead expects them as the first three
arguments. The rest of them are the arguments to the nona tool.
2. It uses the patched nona version, not the original one.
3. It explicitly copies the input jpg image file and the project file from
the local host to the target node, and the output tif image file from the
target node to the local host.
With these differences introduced, these are the main script steps:
1. Initialization. Retrieve and remove the names of the output tif image
file, input jpg file and the project file from the arguments.
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result="$1"; shift
image="$1"; shift
project="$1"; shift

2. Find suitable node.
node=‘p2cf-find-nodes 1 "$P2CF_FIND_REF" hugin_0-7-0‘

3. Retrieve necessary properties from the suitable node. The secure shell
location is retrieved in two properties. The fully qualified domain name
is stored in the conn variable. The port number is stored in the port
variable. The absolute path to the patched nona tool is stored in the
nona variable.
conn=‘p2cf-get-property $node ssh_config/fqdn‘
port=‘p2cf-get-property $node ssh_config/port‘
nona=‘p2cf-get-property $node apps/hugin_0-7-0/nona-patched‘

4. Copy the input files, the image file and the project file, to the target
node. The files are copied to the /tmp directory. The scp connection
is established from the local host to the remote host.
dest="${conn}:/tmp"
startTime=‘date +TIME_%s.%N‘
scp -1 -i ~/.ssh/lab_rsa1 -P $port "$project" "$dest"
scp -1 -i ~/.ssh/lab_rsa1 -P $port "$image" "$dest"

5. Execute the nona tool on the target node (the remote host) and copy
the tif result back to the local host. The nona patch code is triggered
in the nona tool by setting the NONA INPUT FILENAME shell environment variable.
stat=‘ssh -1 -i ~/.ssh/lab_rsa1 -p $port $conn <<HERE
export NONA_INPUT_FILENAME=$image
cd /tmp
time $nona $argv
HERE‘
scp -1 -i ~/.ssh/lab_rsa1 -P $port "${dest}/${result}" .
finishTime=‘date +TIME_%s.%N‘
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Figure 5.14: Remote creation of the Session Controller component instance.
SkypeSession executable programatically represents the Session Controller
component. Creating an instance means executing the executable.

5.2

Distributed Call Center

Recall from section 2.2, Distributed Call Center, on page 11, that for the
Skype Demo instance to be able to allow N simultaneous Skype user calls
with Charlie (the voice recognizer), it needs at least N Session Controller
component instances started up and running. This section shows how this
instantiation is performed across multiple hosts using the Peer To Peer Component Framework prototype.
To start the Skype Demo, the Session Manager instance and the Charlie
instance are created first. All N Session Controller instances are created afterwards by the createSkypeSessions shell script. Overview of the execution
steps that take place when the script is executing is shown on figure 5.14.
Step One
Shell script createSkypeSessions is started and it is told how many
Session Controller component instances to create. It first creates a
log file, where the created instances are remembered, and then calls
dist-SkypeSession shell script in cycle.
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Step Two
dist-SkypeSession instructs the Framework prototype to find a host
suitable for Session Controller component instantiation. A suitable
host is one that satisfies the apps/SkypeDemo/version-0.6.0 condition.
Step Three
From the suitable host, the script retrieves two properties:
• apps/SkypeDemo/startSkypeSession
This is the executable with its absolute file system path which,
when executed, creates Session Controller instance. It is the instance constructor from the dist-SkypeSession point of view.
• ssh config
This is the advertisement of the secure shell server. It contains
server’s fully qualified domain name and port number.
Step Four
dist-SkypeSession creates one Session Controller instance on the suitable host and stores identification of the created instance into the log
file. It uses the secure shell server to execute the instance constructor
on the host.
The rest of this section describes important and interesting aspects of the various shell scripts involved in the Session Controller component instantiation
procedure.

5.2.1

The createSkypeSessions Shell Script

This shell script creates N Session Controller instances, where N is given to
it as an argument.
All of the created instances are remembered in a log file. This log file can
be passed to the destroySkypeSessions shell script which does the opposite,
it terminates Session Controller instances.
In the first part, the script performs some initialization:
num="$1"
logfile=SkypeDemo.log
unique=SimpleMathService
echo "$unique" > "$logfile"
export LOGFILE="$logfile"

Each created Session Controller instance will be identified with the SimpleMathService string. The string is propagated as a command line argument down to the SkypeSession executable and can be later seen in the list
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of processes on a given host. The string does not identify a particular single
component instance but rather a group of related component instances. This
type of unique identification of a group of component instances is used to
identify Session Controller instances belonging to a particular Skype Demo
instance. Some form of this type of identification is necessary when Session
Controller instances belonging to different Skype Demo instances can be created on the same host because it allows for an easy selective centralized
termination of Session Controller instances belonging to a particular Skype
Demo instance. This unique string is put on the first line in the log file.
In its second part, the script creates Session Controller instances by calling
the dist-SkypeSession script in cycle:
i=0
while [ $i -lt "$num" ]; do
dist-SkypeSession \
’--manager-ip=78.128.194.60’ \
’--manager-port=57134’ \
’--session=direct’ \
"--unique=${unique}"
i=$(( $i + 1 ))
done

Each dist-SkypeSession call creates one Session Controller instance. A Session Controller instance uses sockets to communicates with both the Session
Manager instance and the Charlie instance. In this setup, the connection to
the Charlie instance is implicit (default), only the connection to the Session
Manager instance is specified. The connection specification consists of the
IP address and the port number.

5.2.2

The dist-SkypeSession Shell Script

This script creates one Session Controller instance on a suitable remote host.
It first searches for the host using the Framework prototype:
node=‘p2cf-find-nodes 1 "$P2CF_FIND_REF" \
apps/SkypeDemo/version-0.6.0‘

It then retrieves two properties from the host, the secure shell advertisement
and the Session Controller component constructor:
conn=‘p2cf-get-property $node ssh_config‘
constructor=‘p2cf-get-property $node \
apps/SkypeDemo/startSkypeSession‘
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This is the body of the ssh config property shell script:
echo "‘hostname‘.‘dnsdomainname‘ -p 37000"

The output of the echo command is stored in the conn variable. This is the
body of the apps/SkypeDemo/startSkypeSession property shell script:
echo /usr/local/bin/startSkypeSession

The output of the echo command is stored in the constructor variable. At
last, the script stores the identification of host on which the Session Controller
instance will be created and remotely calls the Session Controller constructor:
echo "$conn" >> "$LOGFILE"
ssh -1 -i ~/.ssh/skype_rsa1 $(whoami)@$conn <<HERE
$constructor $argv
HERE

It passes the Session Manager connection specification given to it by the
createSkypeSessions script to the Session Controller constructor in the argv
variable.

5.2.3

The startSkypeSession Shell Script

This script creates Session Controller instance by executing the SkypeSession
executable. dist-SkypeSession does not execute the SkypeSession executable
directly via the secure shell because Skype, which is a subcomponent of the
Session Controller component, requires access to an X server instance. It
needs to draw itself. The suitable host must be therefore running an X
server instance to which a GUI4 components, like Skype, can connect.
Normally, an X server is run on behalf of a user and only accepts connections to itself from programs that run on behalf of the same user. In
a situation, where any authorized user is allowed to remotely execute the
SkypeSession executable, it might be more convenient to have only one X
server instance, to which the Skype instances will connect, rather than one
X server instance per authorized user. This is the choice taken here.
Each host eligible for the Session Controller instantiation runs one X
server instance to which a host based authentication is configured by running
the xhost command from within the X server instance:
xhost +FQDN
4

Graphical User Interface
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FQDN is the fully qualified domain name of the host on which the X server
runs. This means that the X server will accept connections from any user as
long as the connection is being initiated from the local host.
To execute, from a shell command line, an application that will connect
to this server, it is only necessary to correctly set the DISPLAY environment
variable. This is what the shell script does before executing the SkypeSession
executable:
export DISPLAY=‘hostname‘.‘dnsdomainname‘:0.0

When the access to the X server is setup from the shell side, the script
executes the SkypeSession executable.
The executable takes several arguments where the most important to
mention specify the connection to the Session Manager instance and the
Charlie instance. The connection to the Charlie instance uses default values and so its specification does not appear here. startSkypeSession script
receives the Session Manager connection specification from the caller (the
dist-SkypeSession script) and passes it to the SkypeSession executable in the
”$@” variable:
screen
-b
-s
-h
-c

-d -m /usr/local/bin/SkypeSession \
/mnt/sda7/blackhole/local/bin/dbus-daemon-1 \
/mnt/sda7/blackhole/skype/skype-1.2.0.18 \
/home/blackhole/skype_1_2_0_18_xx88xx77.tar.gz \
/usr/local/bin/SkypeSessionController -- \
--delay=20 "$@"

To avoid the potential termination of the Session Controller component instance when the shell that created it terminates, the SkypeSession executable
is started in the screen[13] environment.

5.2.4

The apps/SkypeDemo/version-0.6.0 Shell Script

This condition is true when the host is suitable for creating a Session Controller instance:
MaxInstances=4
Instances=‘ps axu|grep "SCREEN -d -m /usr/local/bin/SkypeSession"|\
sed /grep/d | wc -l‘
if [ "$Instances" -lt "$MaxInstances" ]; then
exit 0
fi
exit 1
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This script introduces a simple concept of resource allocation. As mentioned
earlier, in section 2.2, Distributed Call Center, on page 11, Skype requires
at least 400 MHz Intel processor to run smoothly all the time. Given a 1.6
GHz processor, it is only meaningfull to instantiate like at most four Skype
instances and therefore at most four Session Controller instances. Therefore
this script returns false when already four or more instances are already
running on the host.
The checking whether the host is suitable for the creation of the Session
Controller instance and its actual creation on the host do not constitute an
atomic operation. Therefore in some scenarios, it can happen that the actual
number of running Session Controller instances turns out higher than four.
To count the number of the running Session Controller instances, the
list of processes is searched for the SkypeSession processes which have been
started in the screen environment.

5.2.5

The destroySkypeSessions Shell Script

This script takes the log file created by createSkypeSessions and shuts down
the corresponding Session Controller instances. The first part of the script
retrieves the unique identifier by which the collective instances of the Skype
Demo are identified from the first line of the log file:
unique=‘head -1 "$logfile"‘

The second part of the script reads the rest of the log file line by line. Each
line identifies the secure shell server of a host on which a Skype Controller
instance has been created. There can be duplicate identifiers if more than
one instance has been created on the same host. These duplicates are removed first. On the given host, the search for running Session Controller
instances is done by searching the list of processes for entries that contain
both SkypeSession and the unique identifier. Any process that matches the
search is sent a terminating signal:
sed 1d < "$logfile" | sort -u | while read remoteHost; do
ssh -1 -i ~/.ssh/skype_rsa1 $(whoami)@$remoteHost <<HERE
ps axu | grep "SkypeSession.*${unique}" | sed /grep/d | \
{ while read x pid y; do kill -15 \$pid; done }
HERE
done

The reason that the termination is done this way is because the SkypeSession
executable actually forks into several other processes, which match the search
expression in the list of processes.

Chapter 6
Conclusions
This chapter evaluates the Peer To Peer Component Framework.

6.1

Distributed Hugin

This section evaluates the Distributed Hugin solution to its use case. The
use case is presented in section 2.1, on page 10. The solution of the use case
is presented in section 5.1, on page 42.
The distributed panorama stitching computation performed with the use
of the Peer To Peer Component Framework prototype mostly satisfies the
intended goals of the use case.
• To run the distributed computation over a shared filesystem, it is not
necessary to modify the hugin source code or the makefile. In the solution example, the execution of the computation over the shared filesystem using twenty dual core machines is as fast as the non-distributed
exection on a single dual core machine over the local filesystem. This is
somewhat surprising finding. Even when the distributed computation
in this case is not faster than the non-distributed one, it still brings
two benefits.
– The user’s machine is free to perform other work during the computation.
– The load of the first phase of the computation is evenly split
among all of the participating machines.
• To run the distributed computation effectively without a shared filesystem (by explicitly copying all of the necessary files), it is necessary to
63
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patch the hugin source code and modify the makefile a bit. Although
the makefile modification is just one line, it is still a modification. But
because the time improvement against the local computation is significant, these modifications to the source code and the makefile are well
justified.
• The Framework prototype does not directly provide a remote code execution interface and all remote code execution in the solution example
is done with the secure shell. This is a model that shows how to run
the distributed computation securely on nodes that live in an untrusted
environment (such as Internet).
The reason why the hugin 0-7-0 condition is always true is that the aim
of the solution is minimizing the time of the computation by maximizing
the parallelism. By coincidence, there are twenty input images and at least
twenty available dual core machines. Since framework distributes searches
for suitable nodes in first-in first-out order, there was no practical need to
make the condition value a function of the processor usage.

6.2

Distributed Call Center

This section evaluates the Distributed Call Center solution to its use case.
The use case is presented in section 2.2, on page 10. The solution of the use
case is presented in section 5.2, on page 57.
The Peer To Peer Component Framework provides a very convenient way
to securely create Session Controller instances on multiple hosts. There are
two benefits.
• With the Framework prototype, only one command is necessary to type
in and execute in order to create N Session Controller instances. Without the Framework prototype, N commands are necessary to type in
and execute to create N instances. Of course, this can be scripted, but
when new machines are assigned to host Session Controller instances
or existing machines are reassigned to different tasks, the scripts have
to be updated. With the use of the Framework prototype, there is no
need for scripts, there is only one command. When new machines are
assigned to the Skype Demo service or existing machines are reassigned
to different tasks, this represents adding new nodes to or removing existing nodes from the network overlay. That one command does not
have to be updated.
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• When creating Session Controller instances without the Framework
prototype, a care is needed not to instantiate to many Session Controller instances on a single host. With the Framework prototype and
when hosts are configured correctly, this is taken care of automatically.
The Framework does not provide means to create and maintain a pool of
Session Controller instances as devised by the use case. It certainly could
but there are more reasons againts it.
• It is much easier to implement it as an integral part of the Skype Demo
with the use of current Peer To Peer Component Framework prototype.
With another TCP/IP connection, the Session Manager would be able
to track the life of each living Session Controller instance. And it
already has the information of how many Session Controller instances
are in state busy or free.
• Implementing a pool of Session Controller instances as proposed might
not be the last step. Imagine a new version of the Session Manager
or the Session Controller is available and the update is to be done
dynamically, without taking the whole Skype Demo service down. Such
requirement makes the pool design and implementation not an easy
task.
• Should the Framework provide a general concept of a pool of component
instances then my opinion1 is that more than one use case of the pool
is necessary to design a good application interface for it.

6.3

Security

The current Framework implementation does not prevent malicious node
from advertising false information and luring application into providing it
with the user’s credentials. If the secure shell is used by the application to
connect to the node in order to execute commands, then the stealing of the
user’s credentials by a malicious node can be prevented by strict host key
checking on the application side2 .
The strict host key checking alone does not prevent a denial of service attack. Without sufficient countermeasures, an attacker is able to use great
1

In this matter, my opinion is strongly based on the presentation[14], How to design a
good application interface and why it matters.
2
Strict host key checking configuration is described in [6], subsection 7.4.3., Host Keys
and Known-Hosts Databases.
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many malicious nodes to advertise false information with the effect of preventing applications to reach legitimate nodes. Simply because the search
results for suitable nodes would mostly return the malicious ones.
This kind of attack can be prevented by using the Secure Sockets Layer[15]
for the underlying CORBA communication among the nodes participating in
the network overlay. Such use of the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is specified
by the CORBA Security Service[16]. The SSL provides the Common Secure
Interoperability level 0. The use of this level of secure interoperability does
not require any source code modifications to the participating applications.
The Peer To Peer Componet Framework prototype uses omniORB[17]
CORBA implementation which integrates the use of the SSL. When the SSL
is properly configured at each legitimate node (and at a particular network
overlay implementation in use) then all legitimate nodes will each possess a
valid SSL certificate and with that are allowed to join the network overlay.
In consequence, nodes that do not possess one, which (by definition) are all
of the attacker’s nodes, are prevented from joining the network overlay.

6.4

Future Work

This section presents possible topics for future work on the Peer To Peer
Component Framework.

6.4.1

Network Property

During the development of the Distributed Hugin solution an interesting requirement appeared. And that is to execute the enblend tool on an idle
machine with the fastest processor. Let’s first put aside the fact that processors of different architectures can not be generally compared for speed only
by their frequency and use only the frequency of the processor for the speed
comparisons. To acquire the information of which idle node has a processor with the highest frequency, the nodes would have to be searched by the
Framework implementation. This information expresses a characteristics of
a particular node in the network but the information itself does not belong
to the node because the node alone is not able to figure out such information
about itself. But the underlying network overlay in use can do so. And from
this point of view, such information constitutes a property of the underlying
network overlay (or a network property).
The Peer To Peer Component Framework does not recognize this concept
of a network property because such need was not foreseen prior to the design
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and implementation phase of the project. Implementing network properties
using a client-server model for the network overlay is somewhat straightforward. But implementing network properties using a peer-to-peer model for
the network overlay poses a very challenging task.

6.4.2

Float Condition Value

At current Framework design, the condition value is boolean, either true or
false. When there are multiple nodes that satisfy given condition, then the
distribution of the workload among these nodes is decided by the Framework
implementation. Let’s take a look on the Distributed Call Center with the
following scenario. Suppose there are five machines, each willing to host three
Session Controller instances, and the task is to create four of them. Because
the Framework design does not dictate or specify a distribution model, a
particular Framework implementation can choose to create three instances
on one machine and one instance on another machine. Let’s now consider
this fault tolerance issue. When the machine with the three instances fails,
then only one instance stays alive. This is not so good. A better approach is
to spread the component instantiation among more than the two machines.
In this case, it is possible to create one instance each on a separate machine.
Now, when one machine fails, only one instance is lost. This is much better.
When the value of the condition is boolean, the application does not have a
way to control the distribution of the component instantiations. One possible
solution might be to extend the boolean value to a real number (or a float
value) from interval < 0, 1 >.
• The closer the float value of the condition is to one, the more the
machine is suitable for component instantiation.
• The closer the float value of the condition is to zero, the less the machine
is suitable for component instantiation.
This is the mapping of the number of component instances on the machine
to the float condition value.
• The value of the condition on a machine with zero instances is one.
• The value of the condition on a machine with three or more instances
is zero.
• The value of the condition on a machine with one instance is rounded
to 0.66.
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With a float condition value instead of a boolean one, an application has a
few more choice in search for a suitable machine.
• As before, do not care about the distribution.
• Find the best machine. This is the machine with the condition value
closest to one.
• Find machine with the condition value above the given threshold.
The information of which machines have their condition value closest to one
would constitute a network property, as described in the previous subsection.

6.4.3

Windows Implementation

The Peer To Peer Component Framework is currently implemented on Linux
only. The Charlie component runs on Windows only and implementing the
Framework on Windows opens another interesting use case. In this work, the
Skype Demo is scaled up by using the Framework prototype to transparently
instantiate Session Controller instances on suitable hosts. Depending on the
demand, it might be sufficient to only run one Charlie instance, as shown
on picture 2.2, on page 13. One Charlie instance can only handle a certain
amount Session Controller instances. Should there be a need to increase
the number of Session Controller instances beyond the limit of one Charlie
instance, more Charlie instances are needed. This situation is depicted on
picture 6.1. The solution to the Distributed Call Center use case makes two
assumptions.
• Enough Charlie instances are started up and running prior to starting
Session Controller instances.
• Each site that instantiates Session Controller implicitly configures which
Charlie instance its Session Controller instances will use.
The creation of the Charlie instance and the site configuration both have to
be performed manually. Actual Windows implementation of the Peer To Peer
Component Framework would allow to instantiate Charlie component in the
same way as it now allows to instantiate the Session Controller component,
thus elemininating most of the manual work that is now involved. This is one
example scenario where the task is to create N Session Controller instances.
1. Find a Charlie instance that is free to handle another Session Controller
instance. If the search is unsuccessful than find a suitable node, create
the Charlie instance on it and proceed to the next step.
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Figure 6.1: Skype Demo service with multiple Charlie instances. There are
eight Session Controller instances and two Charlie instances. The Session Controller instances are split into two groups by four. Each group communicates
with its own Charlie instance.

2. Find a suitable node for Session Controller instance. Create the instance on the node and configure it so it will talk to the Charlie instance
acquired in the previous step.
3. Repeat the previous steps until the desired number of Session Controller
instances is created.

6.4.4

Network Proximity

When all hosts participating in the network overlay live on the same local
area network, then it is assumed that each host has equal physical network
connection access to each other host. When the hosts are dispersed on a wide
area network, then this equality will most probably not exist. A good physical connection is mandatory between the pairs of communicating instances
of the Skype Demo service. When creating a Session Controller instance
then it should be done on a host within a close (or within a sufficient) network proximity to a host with an available Charlie instance (that the Session
Controller instance in question will later talk to). A good network proximity in this context is an intuitive term that takes into account the network
bandwidth and latency between the two hosts. When in search for a suitable
node the Framework has to decide which node to choose from a set of equally
suitable nodes. One possible solution would be for the Framework to choose
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a host that lies closest (or sufficiently close) to the caller (the host that has
issued the search request) in terms of the network proximity. This is a scenario that would make use of the Framework’s network proximity capability.
Again, the task is to create N Session Controller instances.
1. Find a host with a Charlie instance that is free to accept another Session
Controller instance. If no host is found then find a host suitable for
creating a Charlie instance and create the instance on it.
2. Perform the search for a suitable host, to create the Session Controller
instance on, from the host on which the Charlie instance (from the
previous step) lives. Then create the Session Controller instance on it
and configure it to talk to the Charlie instance. The search here for the
suitable host would be done with the use of the Framework’s network
proximity capability.
3. Again, repeat the previous steps until the requested number of Session
Controller instances has been created.
This scenario only demonstrates a possible solution approach. For instance,
it does not say what to do when the search in step two fails.
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Appendix A
CD Contents
Additional materials related to the thesis work are distributed on a CD media. Here is a list of the media contents. This list is also stored in the
CONTENTS top-level file on the media. The media contents are organized into
several top-level directories.
doc/
thesis.pdf
The diploma thesis text itself.
passwordless ssh access.txt
Notes on how to setup passwordless ssh access to a target host
when the usual means do not apply1 .
hugin/
dist-exec
The dist-exec shell script.
dist-nona2
The dist-nona2 shell script.
hugin-0.7.0-patches/
This directory contains hugin patches.
panorama/
This directory contains the computed panorama image together
with its scaled down versions.
panorama.pto
This is the panorama project file.
1

Such situation occured during the development of the Distributed Hugin solution and
the experience is therefore summarized in this text.
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panorama.mk
This is the panorama makefile.
photos/
This directory contains the input photos from which the panorama
image is computed.
skype/
Contains the shell scripts from the Distributed Call Center solution.
src/
BlackHole/
The BlackHole source code. BlackHole is my auxiliary library
used by the Skype Demo and Charlie Session.
CharlieSession/
The Charlie Session source code.
dbus-0.23.4-bh/
This is the source code of the patched DBus version 0.23.4. The
patched version makes it easier to compile with the Skype Demo.
p2cf/
The Peer To Peer Component Framework prototype source code.
SkypeDemo/
The Skype Demo source code.
VirtualAudioSocket/
The Virtual Audio Socket source code.

Appendix B
Skype Demo Internals
The First Version
The first version of the Skype Demo was developed as a part of a
collective effort [19]. The first version of the Skype Demo was a simple
answering machine in the spirit of the Skype call testing service. It
had shortcomings as the first versions usually do. My work on the first
version included the ability to control multiple Skype instances with the
same SkypeID on the same Linux box and the ability to conveniently
intercept the audio streams of the controlled Skype instances.
This is the second version of the Skype Demo. I have designed it and
programmed it as a part of the thesis work, entirely from scratch, fixing
all of the shortcomings of the first version and in addition implementing
the ability of connecting the user to the voice recognition backend (the
Charlie).
This is the continuation of the Skype Demo introduction from section 2.2,
Distributed Call Center, on page 11. This chapter describes the internal workings of the Skype Demo. The Skype Demo architecture is interesting because
it is highly modular and non-trivial. The high modularity aspect means that
the top level Skype Demo components are composed of subcomponents which
can be used as a standalone applications. The non-triviality is the result of
the soft real-time requirements, which imply the use of multi-threading and
non-blocking input output operations. The soft real-time requirements are
inherent to the nature of the Skype Demo, a voice interaction software.
Recall that Skype Demo has three top level components, the Session Manager, the Session Controller and Charlie. The Session Controller component
internally uses two important and distinct subcomponents, the Virtual Audio
Socket component and the Charlie Session component. These are not just
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subcomponents but also standalone applications and are therefore described
in separate chapters, chapter C, Charlie Session, on page 88, and chapter D,
Virtual Audio Socket, on page 97.
This chapter now continues with the Session Manager component and the
Session Controller component descriptions. The Charlie component is a proprietary software of IBM1 and because of that neither it or its documentation
are allowed to be distributed freely. Charlie is only described from the point
of view of the Charlie Session component.

B.1

Session Manager

The Session Manager component instance listens for incoming Session Controller connections on a TCP/IP port. When a Session Controller is in state
free and it is notified by its Skype subcomponent instance of an incoming
user call, the Session Controller consults the Session Manager:
1. The Session Controller establishes a TCP/IP connection with the Session Manager.
2. The Session Controller sends the user’s SkypeID to the Session Manager. The user’s SkypeID is the user’s login into the Skype network.
3. The Session Manager looks up the user’s SkypeID in its local runtime
database.
4. If the Session Manager does not find the user’s SkypeID in its database
then:
(a) It inserts the user’s SkypeID into the database. The established
TCP/IP connection is also associated with the database entry.
(b) It sends the Y ASCII character to the Session Controller and maintains the TCP/IP connection.
Upon receiving the confirmation in the form of the Y ASCII character,
the Session Controller picks up the incoming call.
5. If the Session Manager finds the user’s SkypeID in its database then
it terminates the TCP/IP connection. Upon connection termination,
the Session Controller instance does nothing and remains in state free.
1
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It means that there already is an existing Session Controller instance
that picked up the call and is handling it.
When the Session Controller is done with the user call (the user terminates
the call), it closes the previously established TCP/IP connection with the
Session Manager. The Session Manager monitors all active TCP/IP connection and notices when they change state. When a connection is closed, the
Session Manager removes the database entry which is associated with the
connection.
Programatically, the Session Manager is represented by the SkypeSessionManager executable. The executable accepts two arguments, the IP address
and the port number on which to listen for incoming Session Controller connections.

B.2

Session Controller

This section describes the Session Controller component architecture.

B.2.1

The Component Composition

The Session Controller component instance consists of several processes each
performing a dedicated job. Each process is a subcomponent instance from
the point of view of the Session Controller component instance. Picture B.1
shows the processes and their interactions during a Skype call in progress.
The green path depicts the path of the user’s speech from the microphone to
the Charlie voice recognizer.
1. User speaks into the microphone. The user’s speech is recorded by
the user’s Skype process. The user’s Skype process sends the recorded
speech over the Skype network to the Skype process controlled by the
Session Controller component instance.
2. The Skype subcomponent instance writes the recorded speech to the
/dev/dsp character device file. This character device would normally
represent the host’s sound card from an application point of view. In
this case, it represents one end of a two-way data communication channel. This communication channel is a Virtual Audio Socket component
instance. The other end of the channel is the /dev/dsp2 character
device file.
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3. The Controller subcomponent instance reads the user’s speech from the
/dev/dsp2 file and sends it over a TCP/IP network connection to the
Charlie process.
The Charlie process performs voice recognition on the user’s speech (the blue
arrow). If it recognizes a phrase that it is configured to recognize, then it
synthetizes a voice reply that gets transfered back to the user (the red path).
1. The Controller process receives the Charlie’s reply from the Charlie
process over the TCP/IP network connection. It then writes the reply
to the /dev/dsp2 character device file.
2. The Skype process reads the Charlie’s reply from the /dev/dsp character device file. It then sends the reply over the Skype network back
to the user’s Skype process.
3. The user’s Skype process receives the Charlie’s reply and replays it
back so the user hears it from the speakers.
The dbus-daemon executable represents the DBus2 subcomponent of the Session Controller component. The DBus subcomponent instance represents the
command and control channel between the Skype process and the Controller
process.
• The Skype process uses the channel to send notifications to the Controller process. Example notifications include:
– an incoming Skype call
– the user termination of the Skype call in progress
• The Skype process uses the channel to send back replies to any commands issued by the Controller process.
• The Controller process uses it to receive notifications from the Skype
process.
• The Controller process uses it to send commands to the Skype process
and receive replies to these commands.
The communication and audio data transfers between the Controller process
and the Charlie process are implemented by the Charlie Session library. The
use of the library is not depicted on the picture.
2

Skype Demo uses D-Bus[18] version 0.23.4.
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The Component Startup Sequence

Programatically, the Session Controller component instance is created by
starting by the SkypeSession executable. The startup sequence is shown on
picture B.2. This is the description of the startup sequence (with important
details provided later).
1. The main function of the SkypeSession executable parses command line
arguments and makes them available in the config variable. It then calls
the startSession function.
2. The startSession function calls the cloneRootFS function. This function forks and creates the child process. The child process is created
with a new new filesystem namespace. The function returns the process
identifier of the child process to the parent process.
3. The parent enters cycle where it waits for the child termination. If
the parent terminates earlier than the child, it sends the child the
terminating signal.
4. The child process starts by executing the sessionFunc function. This
function first creates the DBus subcomponent instance by calling the
startDBus function. This function forks, creating a new child process,
the DBus process (the DBus Child). It returns the process identifier
of the DBus process and the DBus session message bus address. The
DBus session message bus is created by the DBus process. The address
is a UNIX domain socket that other processes use to connect to the
message bus.
5. Optionally, the SkypeSession can be told to create the Monitor process by calling the startMonitor function. This process can be used to
display messages that appear on the DBus session message bus to the
standard output. It is not created by default.
6. Next, the sessionFunc creates the Skype subcomponent instance by
calling the startSkype function. This function forks, creating a new
child process, the Skype process (the Skype Child). It returns the
process identifier of the Skype process. The Skype process uses the
DBus session message bus address to connect to the message bus.
7. Next, the sessionFunc creates the Controller subcomponent instance
by calling the startController function. This function forks, creating
a new child process, the Controller process (the Controller Child). It
returns the process identifier of the Controller process. The Controller
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Figure B.2: Session Controller instance startup sequence. The clonePID,
dbusPID, monitorPID, skypePID, controllerPID are all process identifiers of
the corresponding child processes.
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process uses the DBus session message bus address to connect to the
message bus. It then uses the bus to talk to the Skype process and
acquire control over it.
8. Finally, the child process enters cycle where it waits for the termination
of at least one of its child processes, the DBus process, the Monitor
process, the Skype process and the Controller process. When the child
terminates, it sends the terminating signal to all of its non-terminated
child processes.
The File System Namespace
Any filesystem mounts performed by the child process are not visible to any
other process except the child process itself and the child processes of the
child process. This is achieved by the startSession function using the clone
system call to fork the parent process and passing it the CLONE NEWNS
flag. The child process prepares custom /dev directory to be used by both
the Skype process and the Controller process. It does this by mounting a
temporary in memory filesystem to the /dev directory and creating several
files in it afterwards. Because the child lives in a new filesystem namespace,
the mount operation is only visibile to the child itself, the Skype process and
the Controller process.
The /dev Directory
Before the child process calls the startDBus function to start the DBus process, it prepares the /dev directory. This directory will host the character
device files of the virtual audio socket instance. Before the mount operation is performed, the child requests the allocation of the new virtual audio
socket instance. It does this by opening the /dev/VirtualAudioSocket character device file and then calling ioctl operations on the socket descriptor.
The successful result of the allocation is the major and the minor numbers
to be used for the creation of the /dev/dsp and /dev/dsp2 character device
files. The child process creates these files after the mount operation. The
/dev/VirtualAudioSocket character device file is described in chapter D, Virtual Audio Socket, on page 97.
The main benefit of using a custom /dev directory is the ease of management. When more Session Controller component instances are created on the
same host, the Skype subcomponent instance of each Session Controller instance does not have to be explicitly configured. Each Skype subcomponent
instance is configured using a single configuration created beforehand.
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When all of the processes that are using this custom /dev directory terminate, then the operating system will automatically free any remaining
resources (such as files) associated with the temporary filesystem and unmount it afterwards.
Usually, administrator rights will be required to prepare the /dev directory.
In such case, the child process drops the administrator rights as soon as the
directory is prepared, before starting any of its child processes.

B.2.3

The Component Modularity

The Virtual Audio Socket is a standalone application that can be used to
transparently channel audio data between any two applications that are able
to work with the /dev/dsp interface.
The Charlie voice recognizer can be substituted with a different one. To
make the Skype Demo service work with another voice recognizer, it is only
necessary to complement the Charlie Session library with the corresponding
Charlie::Session interface implementation.
The Skype front-end can be substituted with a different one. The replacement only needs to be able to work with the /dev/dsp interface and the DBus
interface.

B.3

Future Work

This section describes some possible enhancements to the Skype Demo.

B.3.1

Single Point Of Failure

It is not a big deal when a single or a few Session Controller instances terminate (either because of a software or a hardware failure) and are thereafter
restarted. However, when the Session Manager instance terminates, then the
information of which users are having a call with the Skype Demo service
is lost. And currently, there is no way of regaining it. When the Session
Manager dies and is restarted thereafter, all existing Session Controller instances also have to be restarted. And this is without any regard to whether
a particular instance is handling a Skype user call or not. It’s definitely unpleasant to cut the Skype call in progress for many users at once. Yes, one
could maybe wait until all Session Controller instances are done handling a
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call, but this extends the service downtime because during this time period
no new Skype calls to the service could be started.
One possible solution might be to mirror the state of the Session Manager,
in a file for example. When a Session Manager instance fails, it quickly restores its state from the file upon restart. Later, when consulted by a Session
Controller instance whether to pick up an incoming Skype call of a user with
a particular SkypeID, then:
• If the SkypeID is not in the database then the Session Manager behaves
as before.
• If the SkypeID is in the database then the Session Manager first checks
with the corresponding Session Controller instance whether it is still
handling that Skype call.
– If yes then Session Manager behaves as before.
– If not then Session Manager first removes the entry from the
database and then behaves as before.
This idea of mirroring the state of the Session Manager is inspired by the
Google File System [20] with its master server and operational log.

B.3.2

Bottleneck

The single Session Manager instance also constitutes a bottleneck when the
number of Session Controller instances raises to a sufficient level. If the users
that are authorized to call to the Skype Demo are known in advance, then this
bottleneck can be solved by running multiple Session Manager instances as
part of the same Skype Demo instance. Each Session Manager instance would
be configured to only recognize a distinct subset of known users. So when
a Session Controller instance consults with the Session Manager whether to
pick up an incoming call identified by a particular SkypeID then:
• If the SkypeID did not belong to a user recognized by the Session Manager, then the Session Manager would close the TCP/IP connection
with the Session Controller.
• If the SkypeID did belong to a user recognized by the Session Manager,
then the Session Manager would behave as before.
Obviously, each Session Controller instance would be configured to talk to
exactly one specific Session Manager instance as before.
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Figure B.3: Demonstration of the possible use of the Skype call forwarding
to another Skype client with the intention to make the Skype Demo more
scalable.

B.3.3

Scalability

When there are N Session Controller instances and a user calls, then all
Skype subcomponent instances notify the corresponding Controller processes
of an incoming Skype call. Each free Controller process in turn consults the
Session Manager process whether to pick up the incoming call. When M
users call then this produces M ∗ N notifications in total, and at worst as
many consultations with the Session Manager process. This is because the
forwarding of incoming Skype calls is not available in the Skype version
(version 1.2.0.18 for Linux) used by the Skype Demo. At the time, it was the
latest version available for Linux. With that Skype version, the only way to
allow N simultaneous Skype calls from N different users is to control multiple
Skype instances logged into the Skype network under the same SkypeID.
Because of the same SkypeID, when a user calls, usually all of the instances
receive the user’s call attempt and therefore each one notifies their Controller
process about it. If the call forwarding feature was available then it would be
possible to greatly reduce the number of notifications and consultings. Figure
B.3 illustrates the solution idea combined with the bottleneck solution from
the previous subsection.
• In the solution, there are two Session Manager instances. The first one
is configured to recognize users whose SkypeID begins with capital letters from A to M. The second instance recognizes users whose SkypeID
begins with capital letters from N to Z.
• Each Session Manager instance controls one Skype instance. Both of
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these two Skype instances have the same SkypeID, the ServiceID. Each
Session Manager instance has assigned to itself a pool of Session Controller instances. Each Session Controller instance controls one Skype
instance, but each of these Skype instances is logged into the Skype
network using a unique SkypeID.
• There are two users that call to the Skype Demo service. One user has
a SkypeID starting with the capital letter A and the other one with
the letter N. They both call the ServiceID SkypeID.
• Each Skype instance notifies its Session Manager instance of the two
incoming calls. Each Session Manager process looks on the first letter
of the SkypeID of each user. According to the first letter, each Session
Manager instance decides which user call to ignore and which user call
to forward to a free Session Controller instance from the assigned pool.
Because there are now only two Skype processes to which the users primarily
call, only M ∗ 2 notifications are generated for M user calls instead of M ∗ N
notifications. To implement this solution, first a research would need to be
done on the practical availability and usability of the Skype call forwarding
feature of the later Skype versions.

B.3.4

Automated Debugging

During the development of the Skype Demo, a substantial time was spent
integrating the various components together. Prior entering this stage of the
development, all of the components were already written and tested separately. This integration meant to put the components together, test them
together and repair any new defects that appeared. This testing was not
automated. It required a human to place a call to the Skype Demo service, have a conversation with the Charlie voice recognizer and inspect the
behaviour of the software for correctness. Automating this kind of testing
would save a lot of time, should it be repeated again. It would also allow for
more sophisticated scenarios, like simulating N users randomly calling to the
Skype Demo service. Creating a simple Skype client that would be capable
of calling to the Skype Demo service (or any SkypeID for that matter) is
relatively easy but it is not enough. The audio data have to be analyzed, for
example for the correct voice responses of the voice recognizer. One clever
idea of how to accomplish this would be to let two voice recognizers to talk
to each other. One would be the voice recognizer of the Skype Demo service
and the other would represent a Skype user that calls the service. This client
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voice recognizer would be configured to recognize specific voice responses of
the Skype Demo voice recognizer and report any differences.

B.3.5

Server Offloading

The idea here is to offload the server’s workload to the user’s machine. When
the user first calls to the Skype Demo service then some of the components
could get downloaded to the user’s machine during the call. The next time
the user calls, these components would be instantiated on the user’s machine
instead of on the server, thus offloading the server’s workload.
Probably one of the main obstacles here is how to copy the relevant components from the server to the user’s machine. On the server side, there is no
possibility of direct connection to the user’s machine (like knowing the IP
address of the user’s machine), when Skype is the voice interaction front-end.
On the other side, the user only uses the Skype software to call to the
Skype Demo service and nothing else. Therefore any software copying and
installation on the user’s machine must be done with the user’s consent and
agreement anyway. Maybe the server could notify the user of this possibility
by using the Skype chat interface (simply sending the user a text message).
Part of this text message could be an information on how to download and
install the corresponding software components.

B.3.6

DDoS Attack

Skype Demo might be vulnerable to a distributed denial-of-service attack. A
simple scenario is when an attacker is in posession of many SkypeIDs, by creating many fake Skype accounts, and uses these fake identities to repeatedly
flood the Skype Demo service with fake Skype calls. Exploiting the feasibility and impact of such an attack and possibly coming up with a solution to
mitigate it represents a challenging task.

Appendix C
Charlie Session
The main task of the current Charlie Session library version is to provide
an easy and straightforward way to communicate with the Charlie voice recognizer. The essence of this communication is the exchange of audio data
between a /dev/dsp capable1 character device file and the Charlie process.
This exchange of the audio data between the two communicating end points
is done transparently to the application. The application can provide a callback, that will be called when the communication is terminated by either
end point. The public library interface consists of the Charlie::Session class,
shown on figure C.1. The client application calls the start method to create
Figure C.1: Charlie::Session class declaration.
class Session
{
public:
static Session* start(const SessionConfig&);
static void close(Session*);
Session();
virtual ~Session()=0;
private:
Session(const Session&);
Session& operator=(const Session&);
};

the communication channel between the two desired entities. It calls the
1

One that implements the Open Sound System interface[21].
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Figure C.2: Charlie::SessionConfig class declaration (public members).
class SessionConfig
{
public:
SessionConfig(
const std::string& dsp,
const std::string& vxml,
const std::string& session,
const std::string& session_ip,
const std::string& session_port,
void (*callback)(void *arg),
void *arg,
bool dump_audio);
~SessionConfig();
std::string getDsp() const;
std::string getVxml() const;
std::string getSession() const;
std::string getSessionIp() const;
std::string getSessionPort() const;
bool getDumpAudio() const;
void callBack() throw();
};

close method to terminate the channel. The start method generally creates
several threads to execute the actual audio data exchange. The client application is free to perform anything between the two method calls.
The Charlie::SessionConfig class contains the configuration of the communication channel and it is filled by the client application. The class declaration
is shown on figure C.2. The class constructor fills the corresponding private
fields. The getter methods are later used by the implementation code to get
the configuration values.
• The dsp variable contains the path to the /dev/dsp capable character
device file. This character device file always represents one end point
of the communication channel.
• The session variable decides what the other end point of the communi-
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cation channel is going to be. If the session value is the string direct,
then the other end point is going to be the Charlie process. If the
session value is the string demo, then the other end point is going to be
the simple answering machine.
• When either end point of the established communication channel terminates, the implementation calls the callback method of the configuration class instance. This method in turn calls the application supplied
callback function, if it is set, and passes it the arg argument.
The session ip, session port and vxml arguments are only used if the other
end point is the Charlie voice recognizer. The session ip, session port specify
the TCP/IP address (the IP address and the port number respectively) on
which the Charlie process listens for incoming client connections. The vxml
argument contains path to a plain text file with the configuration of the voice
interaction (recognition) dialog. The configuration of the voice interaction
dialog tells the Charlie process what user spoken phrases to recognize and
what the replies to the recognized phrases should be. The file itself resides
on the host on which the Charlie process is executing.
The Session class is a factory. Internally, there are two other classes that
derive from the factory class, the Charlie::DemoSession class and the Charlie::DirectSession class.
• The Charlie::DemoSession class implements the communication channel between a /dev/dsp capable character device file and the simple
answering machine. The simple answering machine implementation is
part of the class implementation.
• The Charlie::DirectSession class implements the communication channel between a /dev/dsp capable character device file and the Charlie
process.
The start method of the Charlie::Session class returns an instance of one
of the internal classes depending on the provided application configuration.
The simple answering machine consists of a single thread that first records
the user’s speech and then replays the recorded speech back to the user. The
implementation of the Charlie::DirectSession class is the most interesting
part of the Charlie Session library and it is covered in the next section.

C.1

The Charlie::DirectSession Class

The class declaration is shown on figure C.3. To communicate with the
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Figure C.3: Charlie::DirectSession class declaration.
class DirectSession: public Session
{
public:
static DirectSession* start(const SessionConfig&);
static void close(DirectSession*);
private:
DirectSession(const SessionConfig&);
~DirectSession();
CommandSocket command_socket;
AudioStream audio_stream;
};

Charlie process, two socket descriptors are necessary. One socket descriptor is
used for command and control, and the other one is for audio data exchange.
The command and control logic is implemented in the the command socket
member. The audio data exchange logic is implemented in the audio stream
member.
1. The command and control socket descriptor is acquired by connecting
to the Charlie’s TCP/IP address.
2. A key is negotiated and acquired from the Charlie process through the
command and control socket descriptor.
3. Another socket descriptor is acquired by again connecting to the Charlie’s TCP/IP address. Now, the key from the previous step is sent
to Charlie. This establishes the socket descriptor as the audio data
exchange descriptor.
After both socket descriptors are acquired, commands are sent to the Charlie
process that tell it to start the execution of the voice interaction dialog.

C.1.1

The command socket Member

The command socket contains one thread. The thread continuously reads
data from the command and control socket descriptor. The data consists
of strings separated by the null character. The strings are either replies to
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the issued commands or notifications and all have the XML format. When
a complete string is read from the socket descriptor, the thread calls every
registered handler. Each registered handler is passed the received string. The
sending of the command is executed in the caller’s context.
1. To send a command to the Charlie process, the caller first registers a
reply handler with the command socket.
2. The caller then sends a command to the Charlie process, using the
command socket. The command itself is an XML string. Sending a
command to Charlie means to write the string into the command and
control socket descriptor.
3. After the command is successfully sent, the caller waits until the reply
to the command is received. It is the task of the reply handler registered
in step one to inform the caller of a successful reply reception or of a
timeout, when the reply was not received during the specified time
period.
4. After the reply is received (or a timeout happens), the caller unregisters
the reply handler.

C.1.2

The Voice Recognition API

To my knowledge, there are two distinct approaches to the voice recognition
implementation. I call them the batch approach and the stream approach. I
see the difference in how the user’s speech is transfered from the user to the
voice recognition engine. To explain it, the transfer of audio data from the
Charlie voice recognition engine to the user has to be discussed first.
The Charlie voice recognizer sends synthetized speech phrases to the user.
Each synthetized phrase is represented as a chunk (or chunks) of audio data
of a fixed length. The length of each chunk is always advertised beforehand.
From the application point of view, these chunks can arrive any time. The
application does not have control over the chunk creation and it is supposed
to replay back the received audio data to the user as soon as they arrive.
In the stream approach, the application continuously records audio data on
the user side (both the speech and the silence, without any distinction) and
sends them as blocks of fixed length to the voice recognition engine. This
can be depicted with a trivial pseudocode:
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while(ConversationInProgress){
read(SoundCard, Data);
write(VoiceRecognizer, Data);
}

The implementation of the stream approach is trivial on the application side
because it basically consists of the above loop. The hard part is done on the
voice recognizer’s side. The voice recognizer has to decide what part of the
received audio data stream consitutes the user’s reply to a particular request.
• First, the voice recognizer has to decide when the user’s reply starts in
the input audio stream. Silence detection is the integral part of this
step. The user’s reply starts somewhere in the stream after the silence
period is over.
• According to the request, the recognizer has to decide how much of the
real time the user’s reply should take. To correctly decide the end of
the user’s reply, the recognizer has to again perform silence detection.
Charlie essentially provides the application with two interfaces, one for the
stream approach (the stream interface) and one for the batch approach (the
batch interface) but it implements only the batch interface for TCP/IP
clients. Although it is possible to run Charlie process inside VMware[22] virtual machine and implement the proxy to the stream interface for TCP/IP
clients outside it (further described in subsection C.1.4), I managed to get
the Skype Demo working with the use of the batch interface.
In the batch approach, the application is entirely responsible for deciding
what part of the user’s recorded speech constitutes the user’s reply to a particular request. Without the user’s intervention, this is mission impossible
(unless of course the application had an access to the voice recognizer’s state
and implemented the silence detection itself). Without the user telling the
application explicitly when to start recording a reply and when to end the
recording, all that is left for the application is to make a guess. And this
is what the Charlie Session library does. It is the task of the audio stream
member to guess user’s replies and send them to the Charlie process using
the Charlie’s batch interface.

C.1.3

The audio stream Member

The task of the audio stream member is to intelligently showel audio data
between the Charlie process and the /dev/dsp capable character device. It
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uses three threads to do the task, each thread periodically executes dedicated
function. These functions are charlie func, dsp func, dsp to charlie func, and
all are part of the Charlie::StreamThreads class implementation.
All incoming audio chunks from the Charlie process are stored in the fragment list member. Each chunk consists of fragments. Each fragment starts
with a header. Each chunk starts with an initial fragment and ends with a
final fragment. Between the two fragments come data fragments. The fragment header tells what type of fragment it is (initial, data, final) and what
the size of the fragment is. The function charlie func continuously reads audio data chunks from the audio data socket descriptor and stores them as
fragments into the fragment list. The Charlie process sends its requests (a
text sentence from the configuration of the voice interaction dialog that is
synthetized into speech) as soon as they are ready. For example, if Charlie
creates and sends a request that takes five real time seconds to replay back
on a sound device, the audio data chunks (that the request is split into by the
Charlie process) typically take only a fraction of a second in total to arrive
to the Charlie Session instance (or another Charlie client for that matter).
What the Charlie expects and requires is that the client on the other end
reads the audio data chunks as soon as possible. Typically doing a simple
loop like this one is not enough:
while(ConversationInProgress){
read(VoiceRecognizer, Data);
write(SoundCard, Data);
}

If there are five seconds worth of data, then it takes five seconds to write
all of the data into the sound device. Using the simple loop above to do
the task is a no go. By the time the entire chunk is written into the sound
device, the Charlie process might have terminated the TCP/IP connection
to the client. My guess for the reason is that it needs to send further audio
data chunks but its internal socket buffers are full. Therefore the buffering
of the incoming audio data chunks on the client side is mandatory. The fragment list variable is the buffer. The dsp func function takes the fragments
from the fragment list and writes them into the sound device.
When the final fragment of some chunk is being written into the sound device
by the dsp func function, the dsp to charlie func function starts recording
user’s speech. The recording goes on for four seconds.
• If during the recording time no new fragments are written into the
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Figure C.4: The use VMware in order to provide the stream interface to the
Charlie voice recognition engine for TCP/IP client applications.

sound device, the function tells Charlie to expect user’s speech and
sends the recorded four seconds of user’s speech to Charlie.
• If new fragments are written into the sound device, the recording is
reset. It will start again with a new final fragment.
That is how the Charlie Session library guesses the user’s replies.

C.1.4

VMware

Figure C.4 demonstrates how the stream interface to the Charlie voice recognition engine can be provided for TCP/IP client applications with the use of
the VMware virtualization software. The Charlie process is run in Windows
as usual, but the Windows is run on a virtual hardware by the VMware.
Here instead of listening on a TCP/IP address for incoming client connections, Charlie is configured to use the local Windows sound device for audio
data exchange. The VMware virtual machine is configured to interconnect
the virtual sound device visible in Windows with the /dev/dsp sound device
on the host machine. What is actually done is that the /dev/dsp character
device file is one end of a virtual audio socket instance. The other end is
the /dev/dsp2 character device file. The Charlie proxy process listens for
incoming client connections on a TCP/IP address, it accepts and handles
only one client at a time. When a client connects, it starts the Charlie process in the Windows inside VMware (this is not shown on the picture). The
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newly started Charlie process immediately starts the voice interaction dialog
and the exchanging of the audio data with its local sound device in a stream
fashion. All the Charlie proxy process has to do is to run two threads, each
executing one while cycle, to transfer audio data in a stream fashion between
the user application and the Charlie process. The first thread copies audio
data from the client socket descriptor to the /dev/dsp2 file descriptor.
while(ConversationInProgress){
read(SocketDescriptor, AudioData);
write(FileDescriptor, AudioData);
}

The second thread copies the data in the opposite direction.
while(ConversationInProgress){
read(FileDescriptor, AudioData);
write(SocketDescriptor, AudioData);
}

I did practically test this setup in order to have a backup plan in case the
batch approach would fail. In the end, I did not have to practically implement this because the batch approach worked and works well enough to
my satisfaction. Also, this solution is less efficient than the batch approach,
implemented by the Charlie Session library, because it copies the audio data
more times.

C.2

Library Use Cases

One possible use case for the Charlie Session library would be as a part of a
web browser plugin. For example a web portal could provide some service to
the authorized users. This service would provide the user with a voice interaction interface once the user is authorized. The voice interaction interface
would be implemented with the use of the Charlie voice recognizer. The connection to the Charlie process by the user’s web browser would be achieved
by a web browser plugin that would internally use the Charlie Session library.
The Charlie Session software can be also used as a standalone application
because it provides a shell interface to the Charlie::Session class implementation. The interface is provided with the dspCharlie executable.

Appendix D
Virtual Audio Socket
D.1

Introduction

Virtual Audio Socket (VAS) is a software that implements virtual audio sockets. Each virtual audio socket (vas) has two ends. Each end is a virtual sound
card. Each virtual sound card is represented by a character device with the
Open Sound System (OSS) interface[21]. The term socket is used because
the two ends form a two-way communication medium. What is written at
one end can be read from the other one and vice versa. However, it is not a
socket like the BSD socket because it allows for overflows and underflows to
occur.
Virtual Audio Socket was developed as a part of a task to conveniently intercept audio data streams of an arbitrary application without the need to
modify the application’s source code. The use case target was Skype 1.2.0.18
and VAS has greatly succeeded in its goal. Another way to implement the
interception is to create a shared library and use the LD PRELOAD[23] technique to intercept the relevant system calls the application makes to interact
with the corresponding character device. Probably the biggest drawback of
this approach is that it can not be used when the application in question is
statically linked and can not be configured to use a character device file with
an arbitrary file name as a sound card (like the skype-1.2.0.18 executable
used in the Skype Demo).
The Virtual Audio Socket software package consists of a kernel module, virtual audio socket.ko, and a set of shell utilities, clonerootfs, freevas, mkvas,
pipevas, playvas and recordvas.
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Design And Features

The kernel module is a factory. Applications use it to allocate and free
virtual audio socket. This factory is present as a character device file /dev/VirtualAudioSocket in the host’s file system, after the kernel module is
inserted into the kernel. Applications talk to the factory via ioctl() system
calls performed on the device file. There are two basic commands:
• allocate virtual audio socket
• free virtual audio socket
The factory character device file has major and minor number. Each virtual audio socket end is also a character device file and therefore has its
major and minor number. The allocate command simply returns the corresponding major and minor numbers that can be in turn used to create these
character device files, by the mknod console command or the mknod system
call. The free command simply marks the major and minor numbers as free.
This means that any application trying to work with device files with these
numbers will receive an error.

D.2.1

The Factory Pattern

The maximum number of virtual audio sockets that can be allocated is
bounded (to 128). There are two main reasons:
• it makes implementation a lot easier
• there is no practical need to do otherwise
With the maximum number of virtual audio sockets bounded, there emerges
a design alternative that would completely dismiss the allocate and free commands because all of the available major and minor numbers for the virtual
audio socket ends are known in advance. This design would lack one core
feature, which is the management of free and assigned instances.
Let there be a component that uses virtual audio socket instance and
an instantiator that instantiates these components. If multiple component
instances are to be created then the instantiator would always have to pick
a free virtual audio socket instance to be assigned to and to be used by the
component instance being instantiated. Clearly, this is not a way to go when
generally there can be many non-related components with their corresponding component instantiators. This management of free and allocated virtual
audio sockets therefore has to be put into one place - the factory.
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Audio Format Conversion

Both virtual audio socket ends can be configured to a different audio format.
The kernel module handles the conversion between the different end point
configurations. Audio format consists of the sample format, the sampling
frequency and the number of channels. Supported values are signed 16-bit
little endian for the sample format, 48000 Hz or 11025 Hz sampling frequency,
and one (mono) or two (stereo) channels.

D.2.3

Audio Data Transfer Speed

The speed of writing to and reading from the sound device is constant on
the avarage. For Example. When an application writes five seconds worth of
audio data into the sound device, then this writing takes five real time seconds on the avarage. The virtual audio socket also exhibits this behaviour
towards its readers and writers. Two levels of internal buffers are used to implement both the audio format conversions and the audio data transfer speed.
In the second level, the virtual audio socket uses multi buffering to buffer
audio data between readers and writers. Each virtual audio socket has two
such buffers, one for each one-way data transfer path. Each multi buffer
consists of list of fragments. Each fragment is an array of bytes of a fixed
size that can hold 40 miliseconds worth of audio data. Currently, each multi
buffer is configured to contain four fragments (which seems to be enough for
the Skype Demo). Together the multi buffer can hold 160 miliseconds worth
of audio data. This number is called the maximum window size.
Then there is the current window size number. Each data transfer path
has two of them, one for the writer and one for the reader. The invariant is
that the current window size is never less than zero and never greater than
the maximum window size. When the writer writes data then the writer’s
current window size increases. Similarly, when the reader reads data then the
reader’s current window size increases. All current window sizes continually
decrease as time passes on. For example.
1. At time T 1, the writer tries to write 80 miliseconds worth of audio data.
The writer’s current window size is 120 miliseconds, therefore the first
40 miliseconds are written immediately. The current window size is
increased to 160 miliseconds. The writer is put into sleep because its
current window size now equals the maximum window size.
2. At time T 1 + 40 miliseconds, the writer’s current window size drops to
120 miliseconds. The writer wakes up and writes the rest of the data.
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The second buffer level only allows for entire fragments to be read or written. To allow arbitrary size of audio data to be read or written, and also to
perform the audio format conversions, the first buffer level is used.
In the first level, readers and writers each privately own a single fragment.
This fragment can hold 40 miliseconds of audio data. Writer writes data
into its private fragment. When the fragment is filled, it is copied into the
second level buffer (the multi buffer). During the copying, audio conversion
is performed from the writer’s audio format into the internal audio format.
The internal audio format is signed 16-bit little endian, 48000 Hz, stereo.
When the fragment is copied, the writer can resume writing data into the
fragment from its begining. Similarly, the reader reads data from its private
fragment. When the fragment is emptied, it is filled from the second level
buffer. During the filling, the audio data are converted from the internal
audio format to the reader’s audio format.

D.2.4

Persistency

Dynamically allocated resources should be freed when they are no longer
needed. With this respect, the virtual audio socket instance can be either
persistent or non-persistent. Persistent virtual audio socket instance will stay
allocated and ready to be used even after all processes stop using it. Nonpersistent one is automatically freed when all of the file descriptors that are
associated with it are closed.

D.2.5

Overflows And Underflows

The virtual audio socket allows for overflows and underflows to occur in the
reader writer relationship.
When the reader keeps reading the data on time but the writer writes
data slower than the audio data transfer speed, then the underflow occurs.
In this case, the reader is not put into sleep. Instead, the gap in the audio
stream from the writer to the reader is filled with zero bytes by the virtual
audio socket.
When the writer keeps writing the data on time but the reader reads the
data slower than the audio data transfer speed, then the overflow occurs. In
this case, the writer is not put into sleep. Instead, the old data in the virtual
audio socket buffer is overwritten with the new data.
The overflows and underflows are mandatory because the two applications that exchange audio data between each other through the virtual audio
socket do not generally know about each other. Each application expects
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the corresponding end point of the virtual audio socket to behave as a sound
device. A physical sound device allows the reads and writes to happen with
the audio data transfer speed under normal circumstances. When the reader
or writer starts lacking behind the other, this is considered to be a normal
circumstance.

D.2.6

Non-standard Extensions

Skype 1.2.0.18 contains a few bugs. Two of them are relevant to the Virtual
Audio Socket since they force non-OSS compliant extensions that provide
ways around the faulty behaviours. The funny thing about some of these
bugs is that they seem to manifest themselves non-deterministically.
Zero Internal Socket Buffers
In an ideal world, this is how Skype behaves:
1. User calls, the Skype process opens the sound device.
2. User terminates the call, the Skype process closes the audio device.
However, Skype sometimes exhibits a faulty behaviour when it does not close
the audio device after the call terminates. The next time a user calls, the
Skype process opens the sound device again (it keeps at most two open file
descriptors to the sound device all the time).
When the Skype call terminates, the internal virtual audio socket buffers
have to be flushed (zeroed), so when a new Skype call starts, any remaining
audio data from the previous call will not make it into the actual conversation
between the user and whatever application there is on the other virtual audio socket end point. Because the Skype sometimes does not close its sound
device file descriptor, the Virtual Audio Socket provides another ioctl command that explicitly zeroes buffers of a given virtual audio socket instance.
The reason this faulty Skype behaviour does not manifest itself with a sound
device representing a physical sound card is that the sound card is an all
time consumer and producer of audio data.
Freeze Audio Format Settings
This bug was discovered lately in the Skype Demo project development:
1. Start Skype 1.2.0.18 and let it use /dev/dsp vas end point.
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2. User calls, the Skype process opens the device and sets the audio frequency and the number of channels to 48000 Hz, mono. When the
Skype call is finished, the Skype process closes the device.
3. User calls again. Skype opens the device, again sets the audio frequency
to 48000 Hz, but sets the number channels to stereo (instead of mono),
and keeps using the device as if the number of channels is set to mono.
The solution to this is to allow the audio format to be set only once in the
life time of a virtual audio socket instance and silently ignore every other
future attempt. The life of a virtual audio socket instance starts when it is
allocated and ends when it is freed. The application is told that the attempt
to change the audio settings succeeded when in fact the settings are kept
unchanged.

D.3

Shell Utilities

This section describes the shell utilities that form the shell interface to the
virtual audio socket kernel module. In this section, the /dev/VirtualAudioSocket will be referred to as the control device. The character device that
is the end of a virtual audio socket is will be referred to as the socket device.
clonerootfs
The clonerootfs utility executes command (a shell by default) in a new
filesystem namespace.
freevas
The freevas utility deallocates allocated virtual audio socket. It takes
two arguments: the control device, and a socket device. It does not
delete the socket device file. One has to issue the rm command to do
that. Sockets are allocated with the mkvas utility.
mkvas
The mkvas utility allocates and creates virtual audio socket. It takes
three arguments: the name of the control device, and the names of the
socket ends. The created socket is persistent, and can be deallocated
with the freevas utility. Optionally, it can freeze (D.2.6) the virtual
audio socket.
pipevas
The pipevas utility copies audio data from one socket end to the other
one. This is one way only, to do both ways, one has to use the utility
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twice. It takes the two corresponding character device files as arguments.
playvas
The playvas utility reads audio data from a file and writes them to
device file. It takes two arguments: the input file and the device file.
The input file can be the output file produced by the recordvas utility.
recordvas
The recordvas utility reads audio data from a device file and writes
them into an ordinary file. It takes several arguments: the device file
to read audio data from, the file to write audio data to, desired sampling
frequency, number of channels and sampling format. Audio data are
stored in the AU format.

D.4

Future Development

Skype version 1.2.0.18 is a prehistoric piece of software. Today’s Skype (for
Linux) is 2.0. It most probably only uses ALSA (Advanced Linux Sound Architecture), as does the 1.4 version, and not the OSS (Open Sound System).
ALSA is most probably capable of intercepting audio streams in a way that
VAS is used to intercept audio streams for Skype 1.2.0.18. With that being
said, there are no future development plans for VAS, for now. However, if it
happens some day, there are a few things that could certainly be improved.
For example, with splitting and merging audio streams, one could record entire Skype voice conversation with a friend (which means speaking, listening,
and recording both what is heard and said at the same time). Again, some
of the following features might already be provide by ALSA.

D.4.1

Split Audio Stream

This is an analogy to the tee console command that splits its standard input
stream and writes it to files and the standard output. The difference being
here is that instead of the standard input stream there is an audio stream.
The ouputs being here are either virtual audio socket end points or files or
both. The spliting could be done in both the kernel space and the user space.
• The audio stream written into one virtual audio socket end point could
be split in the kernel space and appear on and read from multiple
virtual audio socket end points.
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• The audio stream read from one virtual audio socket end point could
be split in the user space and written into multiple virtual audio socket
end points or files.

D.4.2

Merge Audio Streams

There is no mechanism that would mix multiple sources of audio streams
into single audio stream. This mixing is inverse to the split feature. It could
be done in both the kernel space and the user space.
• The audio streams written into multiple virtual audio socket end points
could be merged into single stream in the kernel space and read from
single virtual audio socket end point.
• The audio streams read from multiple sources (virtual audio socket end
points or files) could be merged into single stream in the user space and
written into single virtual audio socket end point.

D.4.3

Avoid Inter-buffer Copying

When two applications are exchanging audio data (signed 16-bit little endian,
stereo, 48000 Hz) via a virtual audio socket instance, then this means 1536000
bytes copied per second. This is because the audio data are copied across
the memory space boundaries (from user space to kernel space, from kernel
space to user space) and between the two internal virtual audio socket buffer
levels. It was easier to implement the kernel module with the inter-level buffer
copying than without it. This inter-level buffer copying can be avoided, but
it makes the implementation of all existing features much harder. However,
if the inter-level buffer copying is avoided then the number of bytes copied
per second drops to 768000 (it is effectively halved).

D.4.4

Implement DSP CAP MMAP Capability

The character device that represents the socket ends can not be memory
mapped. It was not necessary to implement this feature in order to intercept
Skype’s audio streams. But there is a penalty to this. When an application does not memory map the character device into its memory space, then
all reads from and all writes to the device must cross the user-kernel space
boundary. In case of the read operation this means copying the data from kernel space to user space. In case of the write operation this means copying the
data from user space to kernel space. When the device is memory mapped,
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there is no copying involved in read and write operations. If the applications exchanged audio data through memory mapped virtual audio socket
(meaning that both applications memory map the corresponding character
devices) and the inter-buffer copying was also avoided then the number of
bytes copied between the two socket ends would be zero.

D.4.5

Free Socket After Unmount

Currently, there is no sense in creating a non-persistent virtual audio socket
instance from a shell command line, since the instance will be automatically freed after the command completes. A persistent virtual audio socket
instance has to be freed explicitly. The idea here is therefore to create a
persistent virtual audio socket that will turn non-persistent when the filesystem which contains the character device files of the virtual audio socket end
points is unmounted.
Let’s have an application that uses virtual audio socket instance. This
feature would allow to script the application constructor (a program that
starts the application) without having to explicitly take care of freeing the
virtual audio socket after the application terminates (not to mention that
an error can prevent in doing so). A scripted application constructor might
contain these steps.
1. Allocate a persistent virtual audio socket instance. Clone the filesystem
namespace and execute the rest of the commands in it.
2. Mount a temporary filesystem in some directory.
3. Create the character device files of the virtual audio socket instance in
the temporary filesystem and execute the application.
When the application terminates, the temporary filesystem is unmounted
by the kernel. When the filesystem is unmounted, the virtual audio socket
instance is freed.

